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Bhubaneswar.Agencies

A Covid-19 patient under
treatment at the SUM
Ultimate Medicare has
been detected with
Mucromycosis, popularly
called black fungus. A state-
ment issued by the state
health and family welfare
department confirmed the
detection which is also
referred to as 'black fun-
gus'. 

The 71-year-old
patient with uncontrollable
diabetes, who was detected
as Covid-19 positive on
April 20, was kept in home

isolation.The patient was
admitted to SUM Ultimate
Medicare on Saturday with
swelling in the eyes and a
blackish discharge from
the nose.The statement
quoted the treating doctor
and Head of ENT in the
hospital Dr Radhamadhab
Sahu as saying that nasal
endoscopy showed a black
deposit on the turbinate.Dr
Sahu said it was the first
such case in the state. The
patient's history stated that
he had noted the symp-
toms after using an old air-
cooler which was not used
for some time and its water

was unchanged. The gov-
ernment statement said it
was "suggestive of fungal
hyphae and the culture
showed Rhizopus spp
(mucorale)." The patient,
who was on anti-diabetic
and anti-fungal drugs, is
stable. The statement fur-
ther said since the litera-
ture suggested an
increased incidence of
Mucromycosis in Covid
because of increased
steroid use, a direct link
could not be established
between Covid infection
and Mucromycosis in this
case. 

Srinagar.Agencies

Three militants were
killed by security forces in
an encounter which ensued
during a Cordon and Search
Operation (CASO) in south
Kashmir district of
Anantnag on Tuesday, a
police spokesman said.

Searches in the forest
area were going on when
the reports last came in, he
said. He said on a tip off
about the presence of mili-
tants, troops of Rashtriya
Rifles (RR), Special
Operation Group (SOG) of
Jammu and Kashmir police
and CRPF launched a joint

Cordon and Search
Operation (CASO) at forest
area of Vailoo Kokernag,
about 30 km from Anantnag
town in the wee hours today.
However, when security
forces were moving towards

a particular area in Vailoo
after sealing all exit points,
militants hiding there
opened indiscriminate fire,
he said adding security
forces also retaliated ensuing
in an encounter. 

Chennai.Agencies

The first session of the
16th Tamil NaduLegislative
Assembly began on
Tuesday with the swear-
ing-in of  the newly elect-
ed MLAs. Pro-tem
Speaker K Pichandi
administered the oath of
affirmation to the newly
elected members. Chief
Minister M K Stalin was
the first to take oath as
member of  the Assembly
and he was followed by
Leader of the House and
Water Resources
Minister Duraimurugan.
Later, all the Ministers,
barring Tourism Minister
M.Mathiventhan and
Backward Classes
Welfare Minister S S
Sivasankar, who have
tested positive for corona,
were sworn in as mem-
bers by the pro-tem
speaker. Both the COVID-

infected Ministers were
under self isolation at
their residence and they
will be sworn in as MLAs
later after they  fully
recovered from the infec-
tion.  After the Ministers,
Leader of the Opposition
and former Chief
Minister Edappadi K
Palaniswami of AIADMK,
took oath. He took the
oath in the name of God.
Then all the MLAs were
called in the alphabetical
order and were adminis-
tered the oath as mem-
bers.A copy of the
Bhagavad Gita, Bible,
Quran and a copy of the
Indian  Constitution were
kept on the oath-taking
table and the members
chose the book of their
choice to take their oath. 

Members were also
allowed to take their oath,
swearing by their con-
science. 

New Delhi Agencies

India has recorded
3,29,942 fresh Covid-19
cases and 3,876 deaths in
the past 24 hours, the
Union Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare
(MHoFW) said on Tuesday.
With this, the country's
cumulative coronavirus
infection tally has now
reached 22,992,517 and
the death toll mounted to
249,992. 

There are currently
3,715,221 active Covid-19
cases in India, data from
the health ministry shows;
this accounts for 16.53 per
cent of the total cases. As
many as 19,027,304
patients have been dis-
charged till now, after
being treated for Covid-
19.The national recovery
rate resides at 82.39 pc,
while the mortality rate is at
1.09 pc, according to offi-

cial data. The top five states
which have registered
maximum cases are
Karnataka with 39,305
cases, followed by
Maharashtra with 37,236
cases, Tamil Nadu with
28,978 cases, Kerala with
27,487 cases and Uttar
Pradesh with 21,277 cases.
46.76 per cent of the new
cases are reported from
these five states, with
Karnataka alone responsi-
ble for 11.91 pc of the new
cases, the Ministry said.The
Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) has said
that 305,600,187 samples
have been tested for Covid-
19 till now, of which
1,850,110 samples were
tested yesterday.  The cen-
tral government said
172,710,066 vaccine doses
have been administered so
far, of which 2,503,756
were administered in the
last 24 hours. 

Bhubaneswar. Agencies

After witnessing a spike of
over 10,000 covid cases
every day since May 5 last,
Odisha reported a dip in
the new infection with
9793 cases registering in
the last 24 hours.
Official sources said there
has been a decline in the
new covid cases after the
imposition of a 14-day lock-
down in the state from May
5 last. From a record of
12238 covid positive cases
reported in the state on
May six last, the daily cases
have come down to below
10,000 today. Health and
Family Welfare department
sources said in the past 24
hours 9793 new cases
including 5534 from the
quarantine centres and
4259 local contact cases
were reported from 30 dis-
tricts.

As many as 27 districts
have registered more than
100 covid cases of which
12 districts have reported
over 300 cases in the past
24 hours. Only two districts
Khordha (1511) and
Sundargarh (1018) have
more than a thousand
cases and remained on the
top of the district tally fol-
lowed by Cuttack ( 642) and

Angul (526),
Jharsuguda(404) and
Nuapada( 401). 

During the past 24
hours, 18 covid patients
have succumbed to the
virus taking the total fatali-
ties in the state to 2215.
While the Angul district
accounted for four deaths,
Khordha reported three
deaths and two each passed
away in Sundargarh,

Rayagada and Kalahandi
districts and one each died
in five other districts. The
covid tally in the state has
surged to 5,54,666 of
which 4,57,569 have
already been recovered
from the infection, 9706 of
them cured on Monday.

There has been a
steady rise in the recovery
cases in the state since May
1 with 5634 people recov-

ered on May one to 9706
on May 10 last.

Sources said during
May while over a lakh posi-
tive cases have so far been
reported in the state,71,819
have been recovered. The
covid 19 has claimed 161
lives during the last ten
days.

Meanwhile, in a major
decision on Monday the
state cabinet chaired by

Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik has decided to float
a global tender to procure
covid vaccines from major
international companies to
tide over the vaccine crisis
and expedite the vaccina-
tion programme in the
State. What has worried the
experts in the state is the
detection of black fungus in
one of the covid patients in
the state from the Jajpur
district.

The 71-year-old with
diabetes has tested covid
positive on April 20. He was
in home isolation and devel-
oped swelling in the eyes
and blackish discharge
from the nose. 

The patient, official
sources said, has been
admitted to a private hospi-
tal and the health officials
are keeping a close watch
and monitoring his health
condition.

Odisha : Covid positive cases witness a
dip in last five days, Govt to float global

tender to procure covid vaccines

From a record of 12238 covid positive cases

reported in the state on May six last, the daily

cases have come down to below 10,000 today. 

Baramulla Agencies

There will be no relaxation
in the corona curfew for Eid-
ul-Fitr, which is being cele-
brated after the end of the
holy fasting month of
Ramadhan on May 13 or 14
subject appearance of the
Shawal moon. Meanwhile,
district administration,
Baramulla, has set up 24X7
Control Room to address any
COVID-19 related queries
and provide assistance to
people. A police spokesman
said corona restrictions
shall continue in the
Baramulla district to break
the chain of the deadly virus.
�There is no Eid related
relaxation in the curfew�, he
said adding, however, essen-

tial services can function
between 0600 hrs to 1100
hrs and close thereafter. He
said employees with Identity
Cards (ID) and roster list (50
per cent) will be allowed.
Besides, he said, people with
Doctors prescription,
appointment and tele-con-
sult will also be allowed to
move out for a medical rea-
son.  He said people can
reach to COVID control
room for any assistance on
phone 9622709184 and
01952-234343 besides
Email: findcovid19baramul-
la@gmail.Com.For those
who are in home isolation
they can contact
7889392318 and
7889534245 for any assis-
tance, he said.

,
,

India records 3.29

lakh COVID-19 infec-

tions, 3,876 deaths

Beijing. Agencies

China's population
has grown by 5.38
percent over the past
10 years to 1.41 bil-
lion, according to the
seventh nationwide
census of 2020, the
National Bureau of
Statistics of China said
in a statement.
"The population of
mainland China, com-
pared with 1.39 bil-
lion people in line with the
sixth national census of
2010, increased by 72.05
million, an increase of

5.38%," the statement
said.The seventh Chinese
census took place from
November 1 to December
10, 2020.

Black fungus detected in a
covid patient in Odisha

China's population reaches
1.41 Billion - National

Bureau of Statistics

Anantnag encounter: 3 militants
killed, operation continues

CM Stalin, Leader of Oppn,
newly-elected MLAs sworn in 
as Members of TN Assembly

Thiruvananthapuram
Agencies

Kerala's tallest woman
politician K R Gouri Amma,
who has been admitted to a
private hospital here due to
age related illness, passed
away on Tuesday. The for-
mer Minister and
J a n a t h i p a t h y a
Samrakshana Samithy
(JSS) leader was undergo-
ing treatment in the ICU at
PRS Hospital here since the
last two weeks. The JSS
leader, who was shifted
from her residence in
Alappuzha to the house of
a relative in
Thiruvananthapuram, has
been admitted to the hospi-
tal due to fever, breathing
trouble and urinary infec-
tion. Gouri Amma, who is
the longest-serving MLA of
the state after K M Mani of
the Kerala Congress (M),
contested the Assembly
elections 11 times and
could win on eight occa-
sions. Born in 1919 at
Pattanakad in Alappuzha
district, she is one of the
founding leaders of the
Communist movement in
the state and was elected to
the Travancore Council of
Legislative Assembly in

1952 and 1954. The veter-
an politician was the first
female law student from the
Ezhava community in the
state. She was a Minister in
the communist-led
Ministries in Kerala in
1957 (EMS
Namboothiripad cabinet),
1967, 1980, and 1987.
Gouri Amma also became a
Minister in the Congress-
led Cabinet from 2001 to
2006 and is the second
longest serving MLA in
Kerala Legislative
Assembly. She had served
as Minister for Revenue,
Excise and Devaswom
from April 1957 to 1959;
Revenue, Civil Supplies,
Sales Tax, Excise and Social
Welfare from March 1967

to October 1969,
Agriculture and Social
Welfare from January
1980 to October 1981,
Industries, Social welfare,
Vigilance and
Administration of Justice
from March 1987 to June
1991. After graduating in
law, the former Minister
joined Communist Party in
1946 and actively partici-
pated in Trade Union and
Peasant Movements.  She
was jailed on a number of
occasions for participating
in political activities.  Gouri
Amma was the President of
Kerala Karshaka Sangom
from 1960 to 1984,
President of Kerala Mahila
Sangom from 1967 to
1976 and its Secretary

form 1976 to 1987.The
Land Reforms in Kerala is
one the greatest achieve-
ments of Gowri Amma. It
was she who piloted the
revolutionary Land Reform
Bill for the Communist
Government The veteran
politician, a member of CPI
(M) State Secretariat, was
expelled from the Party in
1994. Later, she formed
JSS. In 2019, the Left
Government announced a
year-long birthday celebra-
tion for Gowri Amma to
celebrate her 100th birth-
day in the state. She was
born as the seventh daugh-
ter of Arumuri Parambil
Parvathi Amma and
Kalathilparambil Raman in
an aristocratic Ezhava fam-
ily.  Under the influence of
elder brother and trade
union leader KR
Sukumaran, Gouri Amma
had entered the world of
politics at a time when
women hardly found
themselves in politics.

She married TV Thomas
(popularly known as TV) in
1957, and this was part of
the history of the
Communist movement,
too. Thomas was also
another tall leader of the
movement.

Kerala's tallest woman politi-
cian Gouri Amma passes away

No Eid related relaxation in
corona curfew in Baramulla

Agartala. Agencies

With the report of high rate
of infection in a few particu-
lar locations of Agartala
Municipal Corporation
(AMC) area, West Tripura
district administration has
begun intensive antigen test
of Covid-19 in makeshift
camps of five wards from
today to ascertain the inten-
sity of infection and subse-
quent action plan to contain
the spread. The officials stat-
ed that there was no en-
mass testing of Covid during
the second wave rather pri-
ority has been given to mass
vaccination. 

The intending travellers
have been coming for Covid test-
ing and the people having symp-
toms are going for testing
besides hospital admission. As a
result, the detection of positive
cases was unorganised and
insufficient. However, based on
the data of positive cases found
last week, the administration has
decided to go for intensive Covid
test in AMC Ward No, 5, 12, 21,
45 and 46 to ascertain the level
of infection and devise the strate-
gy to manage the situation. The
health officials said along with
the vaccination drive, massive
antigen tests would be carried
out in the locations where local
clubs, NGOs and political leaders
were asked to bring people for
testing as much as possible.
�There is no plan as such to

declare a micro-containment
zone in the city, as the data avail-
able of Covid positive cases with
the administration are not
enough to go for containment
now. Moreover, the infection rate
is much higher in Agartala this
time than other parts of the state
and a significant number of pos-
itive patients have administered
the first dose of vaccine and
either has travel history or come
into contact with a positive per-
son,� said a senior officer of state
administration. He mentioned
that the recovery rate in Tripura
is over 92 per cent while the pos-
itivity rate is around five per cent
and fatality rate is below two per
cent, which shows the Covid sit-
uation in the state is much better
than any other states of the
country. However, the govern-
ment is planning to be stricter
about compliance with Covid
protocol and entry from other
parts of the country besides,
massive vaccination and testing
drive. As of now, 408 people have
died of Coronavirus infection
and active Covid cases are only
2600, he added. Meanwhile, hear-
ing a suo-moto case taken for last
year on the media reports about
serious mismanagement in
Covid situation, the division
bench of the high court of
Tripura comprising of Chief
Justice A A Kureshi and Justice S
Talapatra today sought some
clarifications from the state
before next hearing of the case
fixed on May 17 next.

Massive Covid test drive
begins in Agartala city
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Lucknow, Agency. 

Eleven Covid-19 patients in the ICU of Sri Venkateswara Ramnarain Ruia Government 
General Hospital at Tirupati, the largest in the Rayalaseema region of Andhra Pradesh, died 
on Monday evening due to lack of oxygen after a tanker with the gas got late by minutes.
District Collector M Hari Narayana said while the 11 people who were on oxygen support 
died, they were able to save several others. Nearly 1,000 Covid patients are being treated at 

!"#$"%&'(!)*+$,-%.$/(-0')!(+$1"(!!%%-+$2#**%-#$)34$5)4)')67,8(9()*&$&)(4$!"#$%:;<#3$'-#&&0-#$
started dropping after 8:30 pm and the patients died within a few minutes, before the 
supply could be restored. Angry relatives broke into the Covid ICU, damaged some 
#=0('.#3!$ )34$ %>#-!0-3#4$ !)?*#&$ @(!"$ (3A#9!(%3&$ )34$ .#4(9(3#&6$ 7,8(9()*&$ &)(4$ 30-&#&$
)34$4%9!%-&$ 8*#4$ !"#$ B1C$ ,#)-(3<$ ,%-$ !"#(-$&),#!;+$ -#!0-3(3<$%3*;$),!#-$'%*(9#$)--(>#4$)34$
took control of the situation.Earlier on Monday, Chief Minister Y S Jagan Mohan Reddy had 
held a review meeting on the prevailing Covid situation in the state, including measures 
to increase oxygen supply. Andhra reported 14,986 new positive cases on Sunday and 84 
Covid deaths. Monday also saw a spat between Andhra and Telangana over Covid patients 
from Andhra reportedly being stopped from proceeding towards Hyderabad for treatment. 
PTI reported that Andhra Pradesh Chief Secretary Aditya Nath Das spoke to his Telangana 
counterpart Somesh Kumar to sort out the issue.As per the PTI report, authorities in 
Telangana started stopping ambulances carrying Covid-19 patients from Andhra Monday 
morning, resulting in trouble at two major check-posts — Kodada (from the Vijayawada 
end) and Jogulamba Gadwal (from Kurnool and Anantapuramu) as frustrated relatives 
took on police.For the past few days, authorities in Telangana have been saying that load in 
hospitals in Hyderabad is increasing due to patients coming from other places. 

!!"#$%&'()"*+&"+'",'*-.$"/.$*&)-"
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Jammu, Agency. 

Thirteen states have more than 1 lakh 
active COVID-19 cases each and 26 
states have a positivity rate of over 
15 per cent, the government said on 
Tuesday. However, it also noted that the 
daily numbers of deaths and infections 
have started to go down indicating 
that the devastating second wave of 
the pandemic is on the wane. Delhi’s 
positivity rate dipped to 17.76 per cent 
Tuesday as the national capital recorded 
12,481 fresh Covid-19 cases and 347 
fatalities in the last 24 hours. As many 
as 13,583 people have recovered from 
the infection in the same period. The 
number of positive cases has come down 
as the capital entered the fourth week of 
lockdown on Monday. India recorded 
3,29,942 fresh Covid-19 cases in the 
last 24 hours ending 8 am Tuesday. The 
country’s total infections stand at over 
2.29 crore. Out of these, over 37.15 lakh 
cases are active while 1.90 crore people 
have recovered after testing positive. 
D9!(>#$ 9)&#&$ ")>#$ 4#9*(3#4$ ,%-$ !"#$ 8(-&!$
time in 2 months. With 3,876 new 
deaths, the toll is now at over 2.49 lakh.
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal 

on Tuesday suggested that the Centre 
should share the anti-covid vaccine 
formula of the two manufacturers — 
Bharat Biotech and Serum Institute — 
with other companies in the country to 
scale up production. Kejriwal highlighted 
the dire shortage of vaccines across the 
country and an urgent need to ramp 
up its manufacturing on war footing 
while developing a national policy to 
inoculate everyone in the next few 
months.In another development, BJP 
President JP Nadda has expressed his 
anguish over Congress President Sonia 
Gandhi’s criticism of  Centre’s handling 
of covid-19 crisis in the country.  In a 
letter to Gandhi, Nadda said that India 
(&$ 8(<"!(3<$9%>(4$@(!"$ E0!.%&!$ 9%0-)<#F$

)34$ !")!$ "#$ @(&"#&$ !")!$ 1%3<-#&&$ E$
stops misleading people, creating false 
')3(9F$ ).(4$ !"#&#$ !(.#&6$ 2)44)$ &)(4$
!")!$ "#$ @)&$ E')(3#4F$ ?;$ !"#$ 9-(!(9(&.$
and asked Gandhi to see if actions of 
1%3<-#&&$ @)&$ E@#)G#3(3<$ !"#$ 8(<"!$
)<)(3&!$ 1%>(4F$ D&$ 1%>(4HIJ$ 9%3!(30#&$
to spread across India, the number 
of vaccines administered to the adult 
population is falling at an alarming rate. 
The dip in doses is particularly acute in 
rural areas where the curve is rising and 
where there are glaring gaps in medical 
infrastructure, data obtained by The 
Indian Express revealed. According to an 
analysis, as many as 37 surge districts 
across the country reported over 50 per 
cent drop in jabs.

70.0'$8+.9)":'*+$";+8&"<#*$(&)="!>")($(&)"-$8&"08&."!"1$6-"
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Bhopal, Agency. 

As the Punjab and Haryana High Court hears a petition 
on Covid-19 surge in Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh, 
the Amicus Curiae in the case, Senior Advocate Rupinder 
Khosla, tells Jagpreet Singh Sandhu that the second 
wave caught the two states and UT unprepared to tackle 
the challenge at hand.You have pointed out during HC 
proceedings the mismatch in oxygen supply to states and 
Delhi.Government data reveals that in the north, state of 
Uttrakhand has 74,114 Covid-19 active patients while the 
oxygen allocated is 103 MT.Himachal Pradesh has 32,469 
patients and the allocated quota for oxygen in 15 MT. In 
Chandigarh, the patients are 8,511 while the oxygen 
quota allocated is 40 MT. Haryana has 1,16,867 Covid 
patient, while the quota of oxygen is 267 MT and then in 
Punjab the patients are 74,343 while the oxygen quota 
is 227 MT. Thus the entire northern India has 3,06,304 
')!(#3!&$?0!$!"#$!%!)*$=0%!)$%,$%:;<#3$,%-$!"#&#$8(>#$&!)!#&$
is 652 MT, on the other side, at Delhi there are 86,232 
patients and the quota of oxygen is 700 MT. So, I have 
'%(3!#4$ %0!$@"#-#$ (&$ !"#$ A0&!(9#$ !%$ !"#&#$ 8(>#$ &!)!#&$ %-$
the whole of northern India, against Delhi which is given 
a special treatment in allocation of oxygen quota.This 
shows that there is black marketing going on in Delhi and 

the Delhi government is not able to manage and monitor 
the oxygen quota. It could also be the VIPs are managing 
the oxygen in Delhi. I think that the governments were 
not prepared for the second wave of Covid-19 and the 
&;&!#.$ ")&$ !"0&$ 9%**)'&#46$ D,!#-$ !"#$ 8(-&!$ @)>#$ @)&$
over, and the celebrations begun, but now the second 
wave has hit harder. There is a shortage of ventilators, 
and beds and other infrastructure which is required for 
8(<"!(3<$@(!"$ 1%>(46$ /"#$ %!"#-$ !"(3<$ (&$ !")!$@#$ 4%$ 3%!$
have trained staff for dealing with the ventilators, which 
is required. So at some places there is staff but there are 
no ventilators, and where there are ventilators there is 
no trained staff, so it’s a complete mismanagement by 

the states. Also then the quantum of oxygen, when there 
(&$ 3%!$ &0,8(9(#3!$ %:;<#3+$ !"#$ &!),,$ !"#3$ 9)3$ )*&%$ 3%!$ 4%$
anything. The governments have to work it out at local 
*#>#*$3%@6$/"#$8(3)*$;#)-$KLLM$&!04#3!&+$!"#$)3<)3@)4($
workers, the panchayat staff, have to be involved for 
going to each and every village and the hospital have 
to be earmarked and dedicated staff and hospitals for 
a particular areas. In Mumbai, small areas have been 
earmarked, which is involving tehsil and sub-tehsils and 
!"#-#$ )-#$ !#).&$ ,%-$ &'#9(8(9$ )-#)&6$70-$ &!)!#&$ 9)3$ 9%';$
!"#$&).#$.%4#*$)34$0&#$(!$!%$8(<"!$@(!"$1%>(4HIJ6$N)99(3#$
is the most important tool at present, and everyone must 
get vaccinated. The vaccine can only help in restricting 
!"#$&0-<#$4#)!"&$40#$!%$1%>(46$D,!#-$IO$4);&$%,$!"#$8(-&!$
vaccine jab, there are some amount of anti-bodies, so 
that is the only possible way to get rid of virus. Since 
the Supreme Court has now constituted a committee, to 
determine the quantum of oxygen and to give the report 
(3$&#>#3$4);&+$)34$!"#$9)&#$(&$3%@$8(:#4$,%-$K);$IP$)!$!"#$
apex court. So I am worried for the next 7 days, what will 
happen as there could be a surge in number of deaths 
due to lack of supply of oxygen in different states, and the 
demand of oxygen consumption is increasing every day 
in almost every affected state. 

D70E#1&(&"E+)E$'$5&E&'("0F"708+*"G4")($(&)H"
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Hyderabad, Agency. 

West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee 
on Monday unveiled her new council 
of ministers as 43 Trinamool Congress 
(TMC) leaders were sworn in at a low-key 
ceremony in Raj Bhavan in Kolkata.Banerjee 
retained key portfolios such as Home and 
Hill Affairs, Personnel and Administration, 
Health and Family Welfare, Land, Refugee 
and Rehabilitation, Information and Cultural 
Affairs, and North Bengal Development. She 
gave up the Minority Affairs and Madrasah 
Education Department to Mohammed Gulam 
Rabbani.Of the 43 ministers, 24 are of the 
Cabinet rank, 10 are ministers of state with 
independent charge, and nine are ministers 
%,$ &!)!#$ QK%MR6$ ES#$ ")>#$ (3409!#4$ IT$ 3#@$
ministers in the Cabinet. There are nine 
women ministers [including Banerjee], seven 
ministers represent the minority community 
and four each are from the SC and ST 
9%..03(!(#&+F$ L)3#-A##$ &)(4$ ),!#-$ !"#$ %)!"H
taking ceremony.Amit Mitra, Bratya Basu, and 
Rathin Ghosh were sworn in virtually. While 
Mitra is unwell and suffers from Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), 
both Basu and Ghosh are recuperating from 
1%>(4HIJ6K(!-)$-#.)(3&$!"#$ 8(3)39#$.(3(&!#-$

and will also head the Department of Planning 
and Statistics & Programme Monitoring. 
Among the other senior ministers, Subrata 
Mukherjee retained the Panchayat and Rural 
Development department, and was given the 
additional charge of Public Enterprises and 
Industrial Reconstruction while Firhad Hakim 
was appointed the Minister of Transport, and 
Housing. The MoS (Independent charge) 
for Health, Chandrima Bhattacharya, took 
over from him in the Urban Development 
and Municipal Affairs department.Partha 
Chatterjee retained the Parliamentary Affairs 
department but was replaced as Minister of 

Education by Bratya Basu, who had the two 
portfolios that are the responsibility of the 
minister from 2011 to 2013.Chatterjee, who 
is among the senior-most ministers in the 
government, will also head the departments 
of Information Technology and Electronics, 
and Industry, Commerce and Enterprise.
Mamata Banerjee appointed Rathin Ghosh, 
one of the new ministers, the Food and 
Supplies minister. His predecessor Jyotipriyo 
Mallick, during whose tenure the government 
faced a backlash over a ration scam, was 
appointed the new Minister of Forest. Mallick 
will also head the Non-Conventional and 

Renewable Energy Sources department. At 
the forest department, he will be assisted by 
Jhargram MLA and Santhali actor Birbaha 
Hansda.Shashi Panja, the only one of the 
eight women ministers (excluding the chief 
minister) to get a Cabinet rank, will continue 
as the Minister for Women and Child 
Development and Social Welfare.Sobhandeb 
Chattopadhyay was appointed the Minister 
of Agriculture while his Power portfolio was 
handed over to Minister of Sports Aroop 
Biswas as an additional charge. Biswas was 
the sports minister in the previous tenure 
too. This time, he will be assisted by former 
India cricketer and MoS Manoj Tiwari.BJP 
leader Suvendu Adhikari’s detractor and TMC 
Purba Medinipur district president Akhil 
Giri, who is another big name among the 16 
new ministers, was made MoS for Fisheries 
QB34#'#34#3!$ 9")-<#R6$ U%-.#-$ BVM$ %,8(9#-$
Humayun Kabir, who gave up his career in 
the police to join politics and win from Debra, 
was placed in charge of the Department 
of Technical Education, Training, and Skill 
Development.The chief minister appointed 
senior North Bengal leader Biplab Mitra 
— another big name among the debutant 
ministers — at the helm of the Agricultural 
Marketing department. 

Chennai, Agency. 

Chokari village in Padra taluka of Vadodara district wore a deserted look on Monday 
evening, with a complete shut down of local markets and a strict decision by villagers 
to stay indoors.The reason: At least 10 people died in two days — May 6 and 7 — in the 
>(**)<#+$@(!"$)$'%'0*)!(%3$%,$)?%0!$IO+WWW6$D*!"%0<"$4(&!-(9!$"#)*!"$%,8(9()*&$.)(3!)(3$
!")!$!"#$4#)!"&$@#-#$40#$!%$E3)!0-)*$9)0&#&F+$*%9)*$>(**)<#-&$)-#$)3:(%0&$!")!$X/HV1X$
!#&!$@)&$3%!$4%3#$%3$)3;$%,$!"#$4#9#)&#4$!%$9%38(-.$!"#$9*)(.&6
In the village, which was once the chosen spot for the Gujarat 
government’s ambitious proposed sports university, the fear for 
Covid-19 is prevalent. Villagers say that several persons in the 
village died last week, developing breathing issues, and did not 
test for Covid-19 due to the unavailability of testing centres. At 
the Ayushman Bharat counter in the village, the records show 
seven deaths — all above 60 years of age. The staff member told 
/"#$B34()3$Y:'-#&&+$E73#$%,$!"#.$")4$9)39#-6$/"#$-#&!$%,$!"#.$
were unwell and at least three of them had a respiratory illness. 
But they were not tested for Covid-19 and their death seems 
3)!0-)*6FN(**)<#-&$ &);$ !")!$ (3$ )?&#39#$ %,$ )$ 9%38(-.)!%-;$ 3#<)!(>#$ !#&!+$ '#%'*#$ )-#$
)3:(%0&6$ES#$")>#$3#>#-$"#)-4$%,$&%$.)3;$4#)!"&$(3$)$&(3<*#$4);6$M(39#$3%$1%>(4HIJ$
test was conducted, how can we rule out the possibility? Most of the people are 
&!);(3<$(34%%-&$%0!$%,$!"(&$,#)-+F$&)(4$)$>(**)<#-6D99%-4(3<$!%$N)4%4)-)$1"(#,$Z(&!-(9!$
[#)*!"$7,8(9#-$Q1Z[7R+$Z-$M0-#34-)$\)(3+$!"#$/)*0G)$[#)*!"$%,8(9#-$")4$9%3409!#4$)$
detailed probe into the reports that at least 15 persons died within 24 hours on May 
P$(3$!"#$>(**)<#6\)(3$&)(4+$ED99%-4(3<$!%$!"#$'-%?#$)34$#:).(3)!(%3$9%3409!#4$?;$%0-$
team, 10 persons died over May 6 and 7 but they were not Covid19 deaths. In fact, the 
village panchayat has recorded only seven deaths. The persons were ill and aged and 
the deaths were due to natural causes. Their RT-PCR was not conducted but following 
panic in the area, we dispatched a Dhanvantari Rath, which conducted over 40 tests 
in the village and only one case turned out to be Covid-19 positive. 

7-06$.+"8+11$5&.)")($4"+'*00.)"$2&."!A"*&$(-)"P+(-+'"(P0"*$4)

K R Gouri scripted Kerala’s land reforms, 
remained a rebel all her life

Guwahati, Agency.  

Kerala’s living Communist legend K R Gouri, 
one of the longest-serving politicians in the 
state, died here on Tuesday. She was 102 and 
had been hospitalised a few weeks back.
A prominent CPI (M) leader of several 
decades, Gouri Amma, as she is popularly 
known in the state, is currently the president 
of Janathipathya Samrakshana Samithi, a 
-#?#*$ %0!8(!$ &"#$ ")4$ ,%-.#4$ (3$ IJJ]$ ),!#-$
her ouster from CPI (M).The eight-decade-
long political life of Kalathilparambil Raman 
Gouri is inseparable from the annals of 
modern Kerala. She had been a minister in 
!"#$ 8(-&!$ 4#.%9-)!(9)**;$ #*#9!#4$ 1%..03(&!$
Government of 1957 in Kerala led by E M 
S Namboodiripad. As the revenue minister 
in the EMS cabinet, Gouri had drafted and 
piloted the historic Kerala Agrarian Relations 
Bill, which paved the way for land reforms, 
leaving a far-reaching impact on the state’s 
socioeconomic and political spheres. Land reforms, 
'(%3##-#4$ (3$ 5#-)*)$ ?;$ 1%..03(&!$ V)-!;+$ ")4$ 8(:#4$ )$
ceiling for ownership of land and ensured that excess 
land be taken away from landlords and given to the 
landless. The Congress government of 1960 had watered 
down the norms in favour of landlords. But, Gouri who 
again became agriculture minister in the second EMS 
Government of 1967, had amended the act in favour of 
!"#$*)34*#&&$U-%.$!"#$8(-&!$@%.)3$*)@$<-)40)!#$,-%.$!"#$
backward Hindu Ezhava community, Gouri had risen to 
)$ 8(-#?-)34$ 1%..03(&!$ *#)4#-$ )34$ )?*#$ )4.(3(&!-)!%-+$
8(<"!(3<$)**$ !"#$@);$ (3$ !"#$4);&$@"#3$'%*(!(9&$")4$?##3$
male-dominated. She had plunged into agitations during 
her student days and faced severe torture, later emerging 
)&$)3$(9%3$%,$@%.#3$#.)39(')!(%3$)34$8(<"!$)<)(3&!$,#04)*$
system.She was elected to Kerala Assembly 11 times, nine 
of the terms from Aroor assembly seat in Alappuzha. Four 
times she served as minister in the governments led by 
the Left. Her last innings in a Left cabinet was from 1987 
to 1991 in the government led by E K Nayanar.During the 
elections of 1987, CPI (M) had campaigned projecting 
Gouri as the party’s chief minister candidate. Although 
the party formed the government under Nayanar, Gouri 
was not considered for the post of CM, which went 
(3!%$ !"#$ '%*(!(9)*$ "(&!%-;$ "%@$ 5#-)*)$ .(&&#4$ !"#$ 8(-&!$
woman chief minister. However, she was inducted into 
the cabinet as minister of industries and social welfare. 
The rift between Gouri Amma and the party, then 
controlled by party state secretary V S Achuthanandan, 
who also belonged to Gowri’s Hindu Ezhava community 
in Alappuzha, grew leading to her ouster from CPI (M) 
in 1994. When sacked from CPI (M), Gouri was aged 76. 
But age was not a barrier for the redoubtable Gouri to 
chart a new political course. She formed a new party 
JSS, daring the challenges posed by CPI (M) stalwarts of 
those days such as EMS, Nayanar and Achuthanandan. 
Like a young vibrant leader, she toured across Kerala 
and built up a new party from scratch.Her party JSS later 
became a constituent of Congress-led UDF. In 2001, she 
became a minister in the Congress government led by A K 
Antony and served as agriculture minister.From 1957 to 
2001, she had won all assembly elections, except a defeat 

of 1977. She had lost in 2006, and 2011 as UDF ally. In 
^WIO+$_%0-($D..)$4#9(4#4$!%$!)G#$"#-$8*#4<*(3<$\MM$!%$!"#$
LDF, which led to her reunite with CPI (M) leaders.She 
was born in an aristocratic Ezhava family at Pattanakkad 
village in Alappuzha district. Gouri had recalled that 
her father Kalathilparambil Raman and elder brother K 
R Sukumaran, then a trade union leader of the 1940’s, 
")4$?##3$"#-$ (3&'(-)!(%3$ (3$ *(,#6$[#-$),8*0#3!$ ,).(*;$")4$
bequeathed 132 acres of land to the Kerala government. 
She got inspired to political life during her student days. 
She was active in agitations as part of the Quit India 
movement. Gouri had faced severe torture in police 
custody during her early days of politics. Recalling Gouri 
")4$%39#$ &)(4$ )?%0!$ !%-!0-#$ (3$'%*(9#$ 90&!%4;+$ E(,$ *)!"(&$
had the power to impregnate, I would have conceived 
several times.’’ In 1948, she joined the Communist Party 
and contested to the Travancore-Kochi Assembly in 1948 
at the age of 22 as party candidate. She lost in 1948, but 
won elections to that assembly in 1952 and 54.She had 
served as the president of Kerala Karshaka Sangham 
from 1960 to 1984 and the Kerala Mahila Sangham from 
1967 to 1976.Recalling her initiation into communism, 
Gouri had stated that a reference to Soviet Union and 
Joseph Stalin in her degree class in a women’s college in 
Kochi had triggered curiosity in the topic. Her personal 
life had been inseparable from politics. After becoming a 
.(3(&!#-$(3$!"#$8(-&!$5#-)*)$9)?(3#!$%,$IJOP+$_%0-($.)--(#4$
her lover and cabinet colleague T V Thomas, who had 
been a prominent Communist leader from Alappuzha. 
The party had taken the initiative for their marriage. 
After Communist Party of India split in 1964, Gouri 
moved to the Communist Party of India (Marxist), while 
her husband Thomas stayed with the CPI. As the political 
rift had its impact in the family life, they got separated in 
1965. However, both served as ministers, of CPI (M) and 
CPI, in the Left government of 1967 and lived in separate 
%,8(9()*$ -#&(4#39#&$ (3$ !"#$ &).#$ 9%.'%0346$ /"#(-$ *%>#$
affair, marriage and separation had been unique in Kerala 
politics. Thomas died in 1977 after serving as minister 
in the Left government from 1971-77. Gouri Amma-T 
V Thomas politics and love had inspired the making of 
Malayalam blockbuster and Mohanlal-starrer Lal Salam 
in 1990.

Kolkata, Agency. 

/"#$LHITIP$>)-()3!$%,$9%-%3)>(-0&+$8(-&!$(4#3!(8(#4$(3$B34()+$")&$
?##3$ 9*)&&(8(#4$ )&$ )$ E>)-()3!$%,$ 9%39#-3F$ )!$ !"#$ <*%?)*$ *#>#*$ ?;$
the World Health Organisation (WHO).Dr Maria Van Kerkhove, 
Covid-19 Technical Lead at WHO, on Monday said that the 
L6I6TIP$>(-0&$>)-()3!$")4$?##3$9*)&&(8(#4$)&$)$E>)-()3!$%,$(3!#-#&!F$
by the WHO.She said the Epi team and WHO lab team has been 
discussing with the WHO virus evolution working group this 
>)-()3!+$ )34$ #>#-;!"(3<$ !")!$ E@#$ G3%@$ )?%0!$ (!$ (3$ !#-.&$ %,$
transmissibility and any studies that are being done in India as 
@#**$ )&$ (3$ %!"#-$ 9%03!-(#&F$@"#-#$ !"(&$ >(-0&$ (&$ 9(-90*)!(3<6$ EB3$
consultation with our virus evolution working group, and our 
Epi teams and our lab teams internally, there is some available 
information to suggest increased transmissibility of B-1617; 
as such we are classifying this as a variant of concern at the 
<*%?)*$ *#>#*+F$ &"#$&)(46$M"#$)44#4$ !")!$#>#3$ !"%0<"$ !"#-#$ (&$ (39-#)&#4$
!-)3&.(&&(?(*(!;$4#.%3&!-)!#4$?;$&%.#$'-#*(.(3)-;$&!04(#&+$E@#$3##4$
much more information about this virus variant in this lineage, so we 
need more targeted sequencing to be done, and to be shared in India 
)34$#*&#@"#-#$&%$!")!$@#$G3%@$"%@$.09"$%,$!"(&$>(-0&$(&$9(-90*)!(3<F6
Van Kerkhove said there is need for more information on the 
epidemiologic studies that are underway, the studies that are evaluating 
3#0!-)*(`)!(%3$&#>#-(!;6$EM%$,)-+$,-%.$(3,%-.)!(%3$!")!$@#$")>#$Q(&R$!"#$

public health and social measures work, but we need to work that much 
harder to control any virus variants that have demonstrated increased 
!-)3&.(&&(?(*(!;+F$&"#$&)(4+$)44(3<$!")!$!"#$S[7$4%#&$3%!$")>#$)3;!"(3<$
!%$&0<<#&!$!")!$E%0-$4()<3%&!(9&$%-$!"#-)'#0!(9&$)34$%0-$>)99(3#&$4%3a!$
@%-GF6$E/"(&$(&$(.'%-!)3!6$S#$@(**$9%3!(30#$!%$&##$>)-()3!&$#.#-<#6$S#$
will continue to see variants of concern around the world and we must 
do everything that we can to really limit the spread, limit infections, 
prevent the spread and reduce severe disease and death with the tools 
!")!$@#$")>#$)!$")34+F$&"#$&)(46$
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Covid-19 deaths: Jamia to provide 
!"#$#%"$&'$"(')*'+,-&*.++/0'1"#

New Delhi, Agency. 

Jamia Millia Islamia Tuesday said it 
!"#$%&'(")*%+&,*-.-/*.$&(+$*+0&.1&'+(&
2")+(-3+-4& -"(31& 4"& 0.3*$*+1& "0&
employees who died due to Covid-19. 
56+./7*-2& "#4& 4"& 47+& 0.3*$*+1& "0& 47+&
%+/+.1+%& +3'$"8++1& !7"& %*+%& *-&
7.(-+11&%#(*-2&47+&"-2"*-2&9")*%&:;<&
'.-%+3*/=& >("0?& @.A3.& BC74.(=& D*/+&
97.-/+$$"(=& E.3*.& F*$$*.& G1$.3*.& 7.1&
%*(+/4+%& .$$& H+.-1=& I"H1=& H*(+/4"(1&
.-%&I+.%1&"0&.%3*-*14(.4*)+&#-*41&"0&
47+&J-*)+(1*48&4"&*33+%*.4+$8&'("/+11&
47+& (+$+).-4& '.'+(1& 0"(& +K4+-%*-2&
+-4*4$+3+-41& 4"& 47+3& .1& '+(& 47+&
2")+(-3+-4& -"(31=L& B73+%& BM++3=&
>6N& EFG=& 1.*%& *-& .& 14.4+3+-4?& 5O7+&
6+2*14(.(=& EFG& 7.1& *11#+%& .& /*(/#$.(&
4"& .$$& H+.-1=& I"H1=& H*(+/4"(1& .-%&
I+.%1&"0&.%3*-*14(.4*)+&#-*41&4"&1+-%&
-.3+=& %+1*2-.4*"-& .-%&"47+(&%+4.*$1&

!*47&(+$+).-4&'.'+(1&"0&47+&%+/+.1+%&
+3'$"8++1& 4"& 47+& /"-/+(-+%&P+/4*"-&
"0& 47+& 6+2*14(.(Q1& N0,*/+& 1"& 47.4&
-+/+11.(8& ./4*"-& 3.8& R+& *-*4*.4+%&
.4& 47+& +.($*+14& *-& "(%+(& 4"& 0./*$*4.4+&
0.3*$*+1&"0&47+&%+/+.1+%&+3'$"8++1&"0&
47+&#-*)+(1*48&4"&2+4&47+*(&$+2*4*3.4+&
+-4*4$+3+-4& R+-+,*41& .-%& ,*-.-/*.$&
(+$*+0=L& 7+& 1.*%?& BM++3& 1.*%& 47+&
+3'$"8++1&!"#$%&2+4&.$$&47+&R+-+,*41&
47.4& .(+& 2*)+-& '"14& (+4*(+3+-4& "(&
%+.47& *-/$#%*-2& '(")*%+-4& 0#-%& .-%&
2(.4#*48?& 5P+)+(.$& 4+./7*-2& .-%& -"-:

4+./7*-2&+3'$"8++1&"0&47+&#-*)+(1*48&
7.)+& $"14& 47+*(& $*)+1& %#(*-2& 47+&
1+/"-%& !.)+& "0& 47+& '.-%+3*/& *-&
H+$7*?& O7+& #-*)+(1*48& 7.1& 1#00+(+%&
.& 3.11*)+& 1+4R./C& "-& .//"#-4& "0&
$"1*-2& '(+/*"#1& 7#3.-& (+1"#(/+1&
.-%&*1&*-&2(+.4&7#3.-&+3'.478&!*47&
47+& 0.3*$*+1& "0& 47+& %+/+.1+%=L& 7+&
1.*%?& 5G-& /"-%"$+-/+& 3++4*-21& 0"(&
47+& (+/+-4$8& %+/+.1+%& E.3*.& 0./#$48&
.-%& 14.00& >("0& @.A3.& BC74.(=& D*/+&
97.-/+$$"(=& E.3*.&F*$$*.& G1$.3*.& 7.%&
%*(+/4+%& 47+& 6+2*14(.(& .-%& S*-.-/+&
N0,*/+(& 4"& /(+.4+& .& %+%*/.4+%& 4+.3&
4"& '("/+11& 47+& ,*-.-/*.$& (+$*+0& .1&
'+(& 47+& +-4*4$+3+-41& "0& 47+& 0.3*$*+1&
.-%& T")+(-3+-4& -"(31?& O7+& D*/+&
97.-/+$$"(& 7.%&%++'$8&3"#(-+%& 47+&
#-4*3+$8& %+.471& "0& 47+& +3'$"8++1&
.-%&'(.8+%&0"(&47+*(&+K.$4+%&'"1*4*"-1&
*-&7+.)+-=L&7+&.%%+%?

Topchachi. 

T"3"& .((*)+%& .4& >#(.-.& U.M..(& 4"%.8& !*47& .& 1"#-%&
.3'$*,*+(& 4"& '("4+/4& .2.*-14& 47+& 1+/"-%& !.)+& "0& U$"/C&
H+)+$"'3+-4& N0,*/+(& VV& U+1(.& 9"("-.& "0& O"'/7./7*?&&
I+& .''+.$+%& 4"& '+"'$+& "47+(& 47.-& 17"'C++'+(1& 4"& 2+4&
47+& /"("-.& *-0+/4*"-& /7+/C+%?& & I+& 1.*%& 47.4& 47+& 9"("-.&
G-)+14*2.4*"-&9.3'&7.1&R++-&1+4&#'&.4&47+&6.*$!.8&H(*)+(&
6+14&I"#1+?& &6+./7& 47+&/.3'&.1&3#/7&.1&'"11*R$+?& &O7*1&
!*$$&C++'&8"#(&7"3+&.-%&"47+(&0.3*$8&1.0+?&&I+&.''+.$+%&
4"&'+"'$+&4"&0"$$"!&1"/*.$&%*14.-/+&!*47&47+&3.1C=&.1&47+&
/"("-.&*-0+/4*"-&*1&"-&47+&(*1+?&&I.(*7.('#(&'"$*/+&14.4*"-&
BPG& H*-+17& >.-%+8=& @.-%$.$& 6.3=& I+.$47& H+'.(43+-4&
>(.3"%&V#3.(=&>(.)++-&W.%.)=&O+A$.$&F.7.4"=&V.-.C&V.-4*&
F+74.=&P.C+4&P*-7.&+4/?&!+(+&'(+1+-4&"-&47+&"//.1*"-?

Topchanchi BDO conducts 
awareness campaign

23)1++

B-).(*& V7.4""-=& 47+& (+2*"-.$&
'(+1*%+-4& "0& 47+& #-"(2.-*M+%&
>#4C*&U.$*7.(*&"-&R+7.$0&"0&47+&9".$&
X"(C+(1& J-*"-=& %*14(*R#4+%& 47+&
Y*%& C*4& .3"-2& ;Z[& -++%8& 0.3*$*+1&
*-&V+-%#.%*7& 4"%.8=&.1&"(%+(+%&R8&
F#C+17& V#3.(& P*-27=& 47+& /+-4(.$&
+K+/#4*)+& /7.*(3.-& "0& 47+& 9"$$*+(8&
X"(C+(1&J-*"-?&&
B-!.(*& V7.4#-& 1.*%& 47.4&

#-%+(& 47*1& Y*%:B$$\1& Y*%& /.3'.*2-=&
6.3.%.-&.-%&6"M.%.(\1&Y*%&'.11+%&
R+44+(=& -"& "-+& 17"#$%& 14.()+& "-&
Y*%=&.4&$+.14&4"&R+&1+()+%&.1&P7*(-*=&
%*14(*R#4*"-& "0& Y*%& C*41& 0"(& 47*1&
'#('"1+& &R+*-2&%"-+?& &I+&1.*%&47.4&
V")*%:;<& *-0+/4*"-& 7.1& R+/"3+& .&
1+(*"#1&/"-%*4*"-&%#(*-2&47+&2$"R.$&
+'*%+3*/?& & @"4& "-$8& 47+& '""(& .-%&
7+$'$+11=& R#4& .$1"& 47+&3*%%$+& /$.11&
0.3*$8& *1& !"((*+%?& & P4.4+& T+-+(.$&

P+/(+4.(8& "0& 6EH& F*-"(*48& 9+$$&
T7#$.3& P.3%.-*& 1.*%& 47.4& Y*%& C*4&
7.1& R++-& %*14(*R#4+%& 4"& *-/(+.1+&
47+& 7.''*-+11& "0& 47+& '+"'$+?& & O7+&
C*4& *-/$#%+1& )+(3*/+$$*=& 1#2.(=& %(8&
0(#*41=& 27++=& +4/?& &N-& 47*1& "//.1*"-=&

%"M+-1& "0& '+"'$+& !+(+& '(+1+-4&
R+1*%+1&P7.R-.3&>.()++-=&F#1C.-=&
F#34.M&B$.3=&I.,*M&V.(.3.4=&BC*$&
B-1.(*=& S.C7(#%%*-=& >.''#& B-1.(*=&
T"$%+-& B-1.(*=& S.88.M& B-1.(*=&
P7.317+(?

Eid kit distributed among the needy

Dhanbad. 

D*(+-%(.& >(.1.%& ]P+-*"(& P+/4*"-& Y-2*-++(^=& .&
(+4*(+%&(.*$!.8&$"/"&0"(+3.-=&%*+%&$.14&+)+-*-2&
.4&.&'(*).4+&7"1'*4.$&*-&_#/C-"!=&J44.(&>(.%+17?&&
N-&7+.(*-2&47*1&-+!1=&.&!.)+&"0&3"#(-*-2&(.2+%&
.3"-2&47+&+3'$"8++1&"0&H7.-R.%&(.*$!.8&$"/"&
17+%?& & U"(-& *-& H7.-R.%& .-%& 1'+-4& 7*1& +-4*(+&
$*0+& 7+(+=& _.4+& >(.1.%& !.1& .& )+(8& 1"/*.R$+=&
1"/*.$& .-%& C*-%& 7+.(4+%& '+(1"-?& Y3'$"8++1&
"(2.-*M+%& .& /"-%"$+-/+&3++4*-2& 4"%.8& *-& 47+&
'(+1+-/+& "0& @V& V7.!.1=& 6V& _.C(.=& T"$%+-&
V#3.(& P+-*"(& P+/4*"-& .4&H7.-R.%& _"/"& P7+%?&&
O"&'(")*%+& +-%#(.-/+& 4"&7*1& 0.3*$8&3+3R+(1=&
7+&C+'4&1*$+-/+&0"(&Z&3*-#4+1&.-%&'(.8+%&4"&T"%&
0"(& 47+&'+./+&"0& 47+&%+'.(4+%& 1"#$?& & Y)+(8"-+&
2.($.-%+%& 7*1& '*/4#(+& .-%& '.*%& 4(*R#4+& 4"&
7*3?& & `.0.(& P*%%*a#*=& >.(17#(.3& P*-27=& P.1-*&
P(*).14.).=&>.(3+17!.(&V#3.(=&O.'.-&U*1!.1=&
>H& P*-27=& D*(+-%+(& P7#C$.=& 6V& F.-%.$=& 6.A*)&
V#3.(=&V.*$.17&F.7.4"=&6.)*-%(.&V#3.(=&F.-"A&
V#3.(& O*!.(*=& 6.3#& F.7.4"=& F*47*$.& H.1=&

E.8.-.(.8.-&F.-%.$=& T"'.$& *-& 47+& /"-%"$+-/+&
3++4*-2?& & P.7#=& D*C.1& >(.1.%=& V.#17.$+-%(.&

V#3.(=& _.K3*& 6.)*%.1=& D*17!.A*4& F#C7+(A++&
.-%&3.-8&(.*$!.83+-&!+(+&*-)"$)+%?

!"#$"%&#'&()&&*#+("#(,-& 

$&)./&("0(1&*1&$(%"'"(0"1&)2#

3#$.12(42#$-.(5"/6.,2%("6&12*"#2%(

now, Delhi to HC
New Delhi, Agency.  

O7+&2")+(-3+-4&/"#-1+$1&"-&O#+1%.8&
4"$%& 47+& /"#(4& 47.4& .-& *-.//#(.4+&
14.4+3+-4& !.1& 3.%+& (+2.(%*-2&
"'+(.4*"-.$*1.4*"-& "0& 47+& 7"1'*4.$& "-&
F"-%.8?& O7+& H+$7*& 2")+(-3+-4& "-&
O#+1%.8& 4"$%& 47+& H+$7*& I*27& 9"#(4&
47.4& G-%*(.& T.-%7*& P#'+(& P'+/*.$*48&
I"1'*4.$& *-& H!.(C.& 7.1& R++-& 3.%+&
"'+(.4*"-.$&.-%&*1&"'+-&0"(&.%3*11*"-1&
0("3&4"%.8?&G4Q1&.&;[b:R+%%+%&7"1'*4.$&
.4& '(+1+-4& .-%& ;bb& 3"(+& R+%1& .(+&
2"*-2& 4"& R+& .%%+%=& 47+& 2")+(-3+-4&
1.*%?& O7+& %*)*1*"-& R+-/7& "0& E#14*/+1&
D*'*-&P.-27*&.-%&6+C7.&>.$$*&%*(+/4+%&
47+& 2")+(-3+-4& 4"& ,*$+& .-& .0,*%.)*4&
4"%.8& *41+$0& %*1/$"1*-2& 47+& -#3R+(& "0&
"K82+-.4+%&.-%&-"-:"K82+-.4+%&R+%1=&
.-%& G9J& R+%1=& *0& .-8?& O7+& /"#(4& .$1"&
'#$$+%& #'& 47+& H+$7*& 2")+(-3+-4& 0"(&
3.C*-2& .-& *-.//#(.4+& 14.4+3+-4& "-&
F"-%.8& 47.4& 47+& 7"1'*4.$& *1& .$(+.%8&
"'+(.4*"-.$?& 5G4Q1& -"4& 0.*(& 0"(& 47+&
H+$7*& 2")+(-3+-4& 4"& 2+4& *-4"& 1#/7&
47*-21?& P.4#(%.8& '.'+(1& 1.*%& *4& 7.1&
R+/"3+& "'+(.4*"-.$& .-%& -"!&!+& .(+&
"-& O#+1%.8& .04+(-""-=& *4& *1& 14*$$& -"4&
!"(C*-2=L&*4&4"$%&47+&H+$7*&2")+(-3+-4?&

O7+&2")+(-3+-4&/"#-1+$1&"-&O#+1%.8&
4"$%& 47+& /"#(4& 47.4& .-& *-.//#(.4+&
14.4+3+-4& !.1& 3.%+& (+2.(%*-2&
"'+(.4*"-.$*1.4*"-& "0& 47+& 7"1'*4.$& "-&
F"-%.8?& H+$7*Q1& >(*-/*'.$& P+/(+4.(8&
I+.$47& H(& B17*17& D+(3.& 4"$%& 47+&
/"#(4& 47.4& 47+& "'+(.4*"-.$*1.4*"-&

!.1& %+$.8+%& .1& 47+& "K82+-& /8$*-%+(1&
'(")*%+%& 4"& 47+& 7"1'*4.$& /"#$%& -"4&
R+& #1+%& 1*-/+& >YPN& /+(4*,*/.4*"-&
7.%& -"4& R++-& "R4.*-+%?& D+(3.& 4"$%&
47+& /"#(4& 47.4& /+(4*,*/.4*"-& 7.1& R++-&
"R4.*-+%& -"!& .-%& 47+& 7"1'*4.$& 0("3&
4"%.8& *1& "'+-& 0"(& .%3*11*"-1?& O7+&

R+-/7& %*(+/4+%& 47+& "0,*/*.$1& "0& H+$7*&
2")+(-3+-4& 4"& 3.*-4.*-& /.#4*"-&
.-%& -"4& 3.C+& *-.//#(.4+& 14.4+3+-41&
*-& 0#4#(+?& 5F.C*-2& "0& 1#/7:$*C+&
14.4+3+-41& /.1#.$$8& +("%+1& 47+&
/"-,*%+-/+&"0&47+&/"#(4&*-&47+&"0,*/+(1&
"0&47+&2")+(-3+-4=L&*4&1.*%?

Katras. 

N-&O#+1%.8=&.&3++4*-2&"0&47+&>+./+&9"33*44++&!.1&7+$%&*-&47+&/"#(48.(%&"0&V.4(.1&
'"$*/+&14.4*"-&(+2.(%*-2&Y*%&0+14*).$?&&O7+&3++4*-2&!.1&/7.*(+%&R8&6.1&U*7.(*&_.$=&
*-:/7.(2+& "0& V.4(.1&
'"$*/+& 14.4*"-?& & O7+&
3++4*-2&!.1&.44+-%+%&
R8& 47+& '(+1*%+-4& .-%&
1+/(+4.(8& "0& .$$& 47+&
3"1a#+& /"33*44++1&
#-%+(& V.4(.1& '"$*/+&
14.4*"-& .(+.?& & O7+&
14.4*"-& *-:/7.(2+&1.*%&
47.4& .//"(%*-2& 4"& 47+&
2")+(-3+-4\1& 2#*%+&
$*-+=& *4& *1& -"4& .$$"!+%&
4"& "00+(& -.3.M& *-& 47+&
3"1a#+& *-& )*+!& "0&
47+& /"("-.& +'*%+3*/?&&
O7+(+0"(+=& +)+(8"-+&
17"#$%&"00+(&-.3.M&*-&
47+*(&7"3+1&"-&Y*%?&&G0&
.&/("!%&2.47+(1&*-&.&3"1a#+=&$+2.$&./4*"-&!*$$&R+&4.C+-?&&F+3R+(1&'(+1+-4&.4&47+&
3++4*-2&#-.-*3"#1$8&.//+'4+%&47*1&"(%+(?& &B'.(4&0("3&P.%.(&P7.RR*(&B$.3&.$*.1&
>.''#=&F#--.&P*%%*a#*=&`.7*%&I#11.*-=&>.''#&V7.-=&O.88.R&B$*=&@.1++3=&F#34.M=&
U.R$#=&%"M+-1&"0&'+"'$+&!+(+&'(+1+-4&.4&47+&3++4*-2?

7&2'&('")).8&&(
)&&*#+("#(9.$

Basudevpur-Gopalchik 

Colliery became a pasture 

for coal smugglers

Dhanbad, Agency. 

9".$&13#22$*-2&7.1&R+/"3+&.&/#(1+&0"(&U99_?&&Y1'+/*.$$8&
1*-/+& /".$& '("%#/4*"-& 7.1& 14.(4+%& 0("3& "#41"#(/*-2&
'("A+/41=&$"44+(*+1&7.)+&/"3+&#'&0"(&/".$&13#22$+(1?&&O7+&
'"$*/+:.%3*-*14(.4*"-&*1&R#18&%+.$*-2&!*47&47+&+'*%+3*/&
*-&47+&9"("-.&+(.=&.&4*3+&47.4&*1&'(")*-2&4"&R+&.&2"$%+-&
"''"(4#-*48& 0"(& /".$& 13#22$+(1=& .1& 47+(+& *1& -"& "-+& 4"&
'.8&.44+-4*"-&4"&47+*(&R$./C&./41?&&O7+&+-4*(+&0"/#1&"0&47+&
2")+(-3+-4& .-%& .%3*-*14(.4*"-& *1& "-& /"-4("$$*-2& 47+&
9"("-.&+'*%+3*/?& &I+(+&/".$& 13#22$+(1&.(+& 4.C*-2& 0#$$&
.%).-4.2+&"0&47*1&"''"(4#-*48?&&O7+&1.%&/"-%*4*"-&*1&47.4&
47+&(+1'"-1*R$+&"0,*/+(1&"0&U99_&.(+&2*)*-2&'("4+/4*"-&4"&
47+&/".$&13#22$+(1?&&
P#('(*1*-2$8=& %+1'*4+& (+'+.4+%& .''+.$1& R8& '#R$*/&

(+'(+1+-4.4*)+1& 4"& .44(./4& 47+& .44+-4*"-& "0& 7*27+(&
"0,*/*.$1=& -"& "-+& *1& 4.C*-2& /"2-*M.-/+& "0& 47*1& 1+(*"#1&
'("R$+3?& &O7+&_"8.R.%:U.1#%+)'#(& /"$$*+(8&"0&U99_\1&
.(+.& -#3R+(& [& .-%& 47+& T"'.$./7*/& /"$$*+(8& "0& .(+.&
-#3R+(&1+)+-&"0&>#4C*:U.$*7.(*&.(+.&.(+&'(")*-2&4"&R+&
'.14#(+1&0"(&/".$&13#22$+(1?&&Y)+(&1*-/+&P.-A.8&V7+3C.=&
.& (+1*%+-4& "0& T(+!.$& 9"$"-8& H7.-R.%& *-& 47+1+& .(+.1=&
7.1& 14.(4+%&.& /".$&3*-*-2&'("A+/4& /.$$+%&P.-A.8&J%8"2&
N#41"#(/*-2& 9"& V9I>_& ED=& $.(2+& 1/.$+& /".$& 13#22$*-2&
7.1&14.(4+%?& &@"&./4*"-&!.1& 4.C+-& 4*$$&%.4+&%+1'*4+& 47+&
/"3'$.*-4& "0& P.-A.8& J%8"2& (+2.(%*-2& /".$& 13#22$*-2&
R8& 1+-%*-2& $+44+(1& 4"& 9".$&F*-*14+(=& 97.*(3.-& "0& 9".$&
G-%*.=&U99_&9FH=&D*2*$.-/+=&H+'#48&9"33*11*"-+(&.-%&
"47+(&"0,*/*.$1?&&O7*1&*1&!78&P.-A.8&V7+3C.\1&3"(.$+&7.1&
*-/(+.1+%&.-%&7+&*1&0+.($+11$8&+-2.2+%&*-&/".$&13#22$*-2?&&
G4& *1& 1.*%& 47.4& *-& 47+& 8+.(& ZbZ;=& 47+& O+4#$3.(*& '"$*/+&
/7.1+%&.-%&1+*M+%&4!"&/".$:$.%+-&%#3'+(1=&!7"&!+(+&
.R"#4&4"&2"&4"&F#-*%*7&R8&"#41"#(/*-2&P.-A.8&V7+3C.?&&
O7+& '"$*/+& 7.%& (+/+*)+%& 1+/(+4& *-0"(3.4*"-& 47.4& 47+&
%#3'+(&!.1&-"4&2"*-2&4"!.(%1&F#-*%*7&.-%&!.1&2"*-2&
47("#27&.-"47+(& ("#4+?& & O.C*-2&'("3'4& ./4*"-&"-& 47*1&
*-0"(3.4*"-=&47+&'"$*/+&1+*M+%&4!"&%#3'+(1&,*$$+%&!*47&
/".$=&!7*$+&"-+&%#3'+(&3.-.2+%&4"&+1/.'+&R8&%"%2*-2&

47+&'"$*/+?& & _.4+(=& P.-A.8&V7+3C.&3.-.2+%& 47+&'"$*/+&
.-%& U99_& "0,*/*.$1& 4"& '#4& 47+& /.1+& "-& 7"$%?& & F"14& "0&
47+& 7.(%& /"C+& C*$-1& *-& H7.-R.%& %*14(*/4& !+(+& /$"1+%&
%#+& 4"& $./C& "0& /".$& .$$"/.4*"-& $.14& 8+.(=& !7*$+& P.-A.8&
V7+3C.& /"33*11*"-+%& *41& 7.(%& /"C+& 0./4"(8& $"/.4+%&
*-&T")*-%'#(\1&V.-%(.&G-%#14(*.$&B(+.&.04+(&2"*-2&*-4"&
.-& "#41"#(/*-2& '("A+/4?& & B04+(& 47*1=& U.1#%+)& 14.(4+%&
#1*-2&/".$&*-&7*1&0./4"(8&0("3&47+&'.4/7?&&>("A+/4&"0,*/+(&
P.47+-%(.&P*-27&"0&_"8.R.%:U.1#%+)'#(&.-%&TV&F+74.=&
'("A+/4& "0,*/+(& "0& T"'.$*C/7.C& 9"$$*+(8& "'+-$8& 14.(4+%&
1#''"(4*-2&/".$&13#22$*-2?& &9#((+-4$8=&P.-A.8&V7+3C.&
7.1&7*(+%&'+"'$+&"0&H.R.-22&P.-27\1&/(*3*-.$& *-14*-/4&
*-& "#41"#(/*-2& U.1#%+)'#(& .-%& T"'.$*/7.C=& !7"& .(+&
*-)"$)+%& *-& /".$& 13#22$*-2?& & P.-A.8& V7+3C.& 2*)+1&
$.(2+& 1#31& "0&3"-+8& +)+(8&3"-47& 4"& >("A+/4& N0,*/+(1&
P.4+-%(.& P*-27& .-%& TV& F+74.& 1"& 47.4& 47+*(& R#1*-+11&
/.-&(#-&#-*-4+((#'4+%?&&H#(*-2&47+&,*(14&!.)+&"0&9"("-.=&
P.-A.8&V7+3C.&*1&1.*%&4"&7.)+&1+-4&.&2(.-4&"0&c&[bbb&4"&.&
47(*)*-2&/"#-4(8&$*C+&47+&J-*4+%&P4.4+1=&!7*$+&4"&%.4+&7+&
7.1&-"4&7+$'+%&7*1&/"#-4(8&14(#22$*-2&!*47&47+&9"("-.&
+'*%+3*/?& & G-& 47*1&(+2.(%=& 0"(3+(&F*-*14+(&_.4+&N>&_.$&
7.%&1+-4&.&/"3'$.*-4&4"&47+&47+-&P+-*"(&P#'+(*-4+-%+-4&
"0&>"$*/+=&R#4&-"&./4*"-&!.1& 4.C+-?& &O7*1& *1& 47+&(+.1"-&
!78&P.-A.8&V7+3C.&7.1&14.(4+%&/".$&13#22$*-2&*-&0#$$&
1!*-2?&&H*14(*/4&>(+1*%+-4&"0&B$$&G-%*.&U./C!.(%&9$.11+1&
B11"/*.4*"-&6.4-+17&V#3.(&7.1&#(2+%&47+&3*-*14+(&.-%&
/"-/+(-+%&"0,*/*.$1&4"&4.C+&'("3'4&./4*"-&*-&47*1&3.44+(&
.-%& 4.C+& ./4*"-& .2.*-14& 47+& /#$'(*41& .-%& '("4+/4& 47+&
*-4+(+141&"0&47+&-.4*"-.$&.-%&/".$&*-%#14(8?

23)1++4

O!"&R*C+&(*%+(1&!+(+&1+(*"#1$8&*-A#(+%&
!7+-&47+8&7*4&.&%*)*%+(&-+.(&V.(C+-%&
"-& 47+& H7.-R.%:U"C.("& 3.*-& (".%?&&
N-+& "0& 47+3& %*+%=& !7*$+& 47+& "47+(&
*-A#(+%& 3.-& !.1& 1+-4& 4"& P@FF9I&
H7.-R.%& R8& 47+& >#4C*& '"$*/+?& & >"$*/+&
7.)+& 4.C+-& 47+& /(.17+%& R*C+& *-4"& 47+*(&

'"11+11*"-?&&U"47&.(+&1.*%&4"&R+&"0&Z[:8+.(:
"$%& 3.-& F.7#%.=& !7"& !.1& 2"*-2& 4"&
H7.-R.%& 0("3& F.7#%.?& & B04+(& 47+&
*-/*%+-4=& 47+& >#4C*& '"$*/+& (#17+%& 4"&
47+& 1'"4& .-%& 4""C& 47+& *-A#(+%& 4"& 47+&
>(*3.(8& I+.$47& 9+-4+(& V+-%#.%*7&
]V.(C+-%^&!*47&47+&7+$'&"0&$"/.$1&0("3&
!7+(+& 47+&1+(*"#1$8& *-A#(+%&8"#47&!.1&

1+-4&4"&P@F9I&H7.-R.%?

!  Sanjay Khemka is doing 
black coal business under the 
!"#$%&"'()%*)+$%,(-#).*/0-($)
Satinder Singh and GK Mehta.
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Chandrakant Lahariya 

In the wake of the oxygen supply 
crisis in Covid-19 management in 
India, the Supreme Court has set up 
a 12-member National Task Force 
(NTF) to guide, inter alia, the central 
government allocation of medical 
oxygen to the states. The task force 
!"##$!%&'$!"()$*+,"%&$%-."/"0#*$%-$1232$
Aayog, the Ministry of Home Affairs 
and the Department of Promotion of 
Industry and Internal Trade as well 
as the All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences, the Indian Council of 
Medical Research and the Directorate 
General of Health Services. The 
Supreme Court has also mandated 
that the task force may constitute 
more sub-groups on specialised 
areas or regions to assist in its work 
and also to consider, if appropriate, 
seeking the assistance of experts both 
within and outside government in 
areas such as critical care, infectious 
disease modelling, clinical virology 
and immunology, and epidemiology/ 
public health. The rationale for 
setting up the task force has been to 
facilitate a public health response to 
()+$ 40,5+6"/$ 70*+5$ 84%,$ */"+,("."/$
and specialised domain knowledge. 
It is hoped that the establishment 
of the NTF will help the decision-
makers with inputs that can enable 
them to go beyond ad hoc solutions 
to the unprecedented challenge. In 
the 12-point terms of reference (ToR) 
%-$()+$139:$()+$."&*($.";+$4%",(*$-%/8*$
on oxygen supply, including, deciding 
%,$ 0$ 6+()%5%#%<=$ -%&$ ()+$ */"+,("."/$
allocation of oxygen to states and 
facilitating audits (of oxygen supply, 
distribution and utilisation) by sub-
groups within each state and UTs. 
The task force will also review and 
suggest measures necessary for 
ensuring the availability of essential 
drugs and medicines. The remaining 
six ToR of the NTF are aimed at the 
broader pandemic preparedness and 
response, which include planning 
and adopting remedial measures 
to ensure preparedness for present 
and future emergencies; to facilitate 
the use of technology; to suggest 
augmenting the availability of trained 
doctors, nurses and paramedical 
staff; to promote evidence-based 
research and enhance effective 
response to the pandemic; facilitate 
sharing of best practices across the 
nation to promote knowledge about 
management of the pandemic and 
to make recommendations in regard 
to other issues of pressing national 
concerns. The tenure of the task 
force shall be six months initially. 

The Supreme Court’s order to set up 
()+$ (0*'$ -%&/+$ "*$ )"<)#=$ *"<,"."/0,(:$
considering that India is struggling 
to mount an effective response to 
the second wave of the pandemic. 
It ensures the participation of 
independent subject experts in 
policy decisions, which have often 
been criticised as being overly led 
by a techno-bureaucratic process. It 
"*$;+&=$*"<,"."/0,($()0($()+$>%8&($)0*$
considered the supply of medical 
oxygen in the broader context of 
the shortage of medicines at health 
facilities and that the improved supply 
and provision of essential drugs and 
medicines has been included as one 
of the ToRs. The shortage of medical 
oxygen in the Covid-19 response 
&+.#+/(*$",*8-."/"+,($4#0,,",<:$5+#0=+5$
procurement, and weakness of 
supply chain management — issues 
which plague medicine supply in 
the public healthcare sector in India. 
The only differences are i) that the 
shortage of medical oxygen is more 
acute and urgent and ii), while people 
can buy medicines from the private 
sector, medical oxygen is short across 
the board. The root cause of this 
*"(80("%,$ "*$ ()+$ ",*8-."/"+,($ /040/"(=$
of state health departments in 
planning, procurement and supply of 
medicines, an issue which is widely 
known. This is further aggravated 
7=$ ",*8-."/"+,($ <%;+&,6+,($ -8,5",<?$
The importance of such a mechanism 
cannot be underestimated. For 
instance, Tamil Nadu had set up the 
medical supply corporation in 1994 
and has better supply management 
than most other Indian states. In 
recent years, a number of states 
have set up medical procurement 
and supply corporations, but their 
functioning remains suboptimal in 
()+$07*+,/+$%-$*8-."/"+,($0,5$(&0",+5$
human resources. As a result, though 
most Indian states have started free 
medicine schemes, people continue 
to spend on medicines from their 
own pockets. The coexistence of 
free medicine schemes and high 

out-of-pocket expenditure (which 
accounts for nearly 30-40 per cent of 
healthcare costs paid by the people 
from their pocket) on medicines 
is a comment on the performance 
of these schemes. The presence of 
many private chemist shops just 
outside every government hospital 
across India, speaks volumes, too. 
Therefore, looking at the shortage of 
medical oxygen through a broader 
lens is a great start. The work of the 
NTF will not be without challenges. 
They have a short time to look at 
far broader issues. The members of 
139$ )0;+$ ()+$ ,++5+5$ @80#"."/0("%,$
and expertise to advise on clinical 
matters and oxygen supply; however, 
they may need to proactively co-
opt members with expertise in 
medical procurement and supply; 
pharmacology, free medicines and 
diagnostics; and public health and 
emergency health response. Also, 
considering that the availability of 
diagnostics has similar challenges 
as medicines, the NTF may consider 
including that as well in the scope 
of its work. However, the NTF may 
face a bigger challenge in delivering 
on its ToRs on the broader pandemic 
response. All 10 of the 12 independent 
members of the NTF (the other two 
0&+$ <%;+&,6+,($ %-."/"0#*:$ +AB%-."/"%C$
are leading clinicians, critical care 
specialists and virologists. They may 
be the best in their area of work; but 
a long-term and effective pandemic 
response needs broader expertise 
than medical care. The NTF will 
have the responsibility to ensure 
that India should not end up with 
a medicalised response to a public 
health challenge. The decisions and 
recommendations of this NTF and 
how they co-opt members with 
the right expertise will determine 
whether India ends up becoming 
a medicalised care system (which 
would focus on treating sick) or a 
healthcare system which can keep 
people healthy and respond to future 
epidemics and pandemics.

Since 2019, Karnataka has had its own Ajay Bisht aka 
Yogi Adityanath. His looks, age, educational background 
and not least his sartorial style unsuccessfully conceal the 
same extreme, intemperate impulses. It was Tejasvi Surya 
who, even before he turned 28 and was elected to India’s 
Parliament on the BJP ticket in 2019, openly declared his 
“dread” of women’s reservation in Parliament and the 
legislatures. That tweet has since been deleted, but the 
people especially the women of Karnataka possess longer 
memories than he credits them with. He successfully 
evaded a summons to the State Women’s Commission on a 
sexual harassment complaint while on his campaign trail in 
2019  the woman concerned later withdrew the case. But 
not before he put his legal training to protecting “national 
interest”: He obtained an ex-parte temporary injunction 
against the publication of “defamatory statements” about 
him, covering 49 print, television and internet media 
providers, including YouTube, during the election campaign. 
Fortunately, the Karnataka High Court thought better of 
such “prior restraints” and set the injunction aside. Since his 
election, Surya has been the battle-axe on behalf of Hindu 
dharma that he promised to be. He began by asking the 
10("%,0#$2,;+*("<0("%,$D<+,/=$(%$*+($84$0$-8##B.#+5<+5$7&0,/)$
in Bengaluru, which he had determined was the “epicentre 
of terrorist activities”. According to his own account, his 
request was seriously considered. He often boldly “corrects” 
history by deciding which “good Muslims’ should be taught 
about in schools — not Tipu Sultan but Shishunala Shariff. 
Like Ajay Bisht, he compensates for what he lacks by way of 
knowledge with a high-decibel conviction that his supporters 
feel no desire to correct or question. He has understood the 
mesmerising power of repetition, even of untruths. Surya’s 
public actions during the Covid-19 crisis were singularly 
unremarkable and unimaginative. If anything, he strictly 
conformed to what politicians of his ilk have been publicly 
endorsing, by attending a political rally without his mask, 
and was lightly rapped on the wrists for that misdemeanour. 
But the swashbuckling hero came into his own following 
the death of 24 Covid patients in Chamarajanagara, Mysore 
district, on May 2, due to an oxygen shortage. His detective 
skills and loud assertions rescued the BJP from almost 
paralysing critique. So, following up reports that had already 
appeared about beds in Covid hospitals being blocked for 
those paying bribes, Tejasvi Surya charged into the South 
Bangalore Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike Covid 
war room, with battle cries against 16 Muslim men who 
were employed there. He was ably aided by three BJP MLAs 
demanding to know whether this was a madrasa or a Haj 
committee. Their sensational and dramatic confrontation 
of the service provider over 16 Muslim employees out 
of 200-plus telecallers led to the instant suspension of 
the young Muslim men. It is another matter that those 
eventually arrested in the scam bore no relation to the 16 
or their religion. The minor inconvenience of the central 
government, state government, and the BBMP all being 
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dragging in a Congress “hand”. Whether or not he tendered 
an apology, on which there is now doubt, Tejasvi Surya’s 
“decisionism” mimics his masters’ and signals a shift in the 
career of Karnataka’s BJP. The Karnataka BJP, unlike the 
party at the Centre, has practiced an old-style corruption, 
allowing money to stick to the hands of its MLAs rather than 
funnelling it upwards to the party alone. 

T M Krishna  
I write to you as a citizen of this country. One with 
socio-political views divergent from yours. You and I 
may argue irreconcilably, but we should still be able to 
walk away with mutual respect because humaneness 
must be a common ideal. I am writing to you in this 
spirit of co-citizenship, believing that all of us love this 
land: India, that is Bharat. This country is at a precipice. 
Thousands are dying every day; there are many beyond 
our line of vision who are not even counted among the 
dead. We struggle to keep even the healthy safe. This 
is unprecedented and we need to plow a way through 
this darkness. This means that we must recognise our 
follies and point to the gross neglect of duty that has 
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wait for a post-Covid-19 analysis because a course 
correction is urgently needed, and now. In battling 
the pandemic, it was — and is — up to us to act in a 
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at stake. Narendra Modi is not just your party leader; 
he is our prime minister. This constitutional role must 
matter. You have to see him as the leader of the entire 
nation, not as a protector of your party’s political 
beliefs. Indulge me, just for a moment. Put aside the 
fact that Modi is the most powerful leader your party 
has had in decades, or that he gave your party a 
complete majority in parliament, not once, but twice. 
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you have stood by in silence as he forced thousands of 
migrant workers to walk and cycle across the country 
for weeks, without even food, just to get back home? 
Would you have not accused the prime minister and 
his government of utter mismanagement and inept 
planning? Would you have not asked questions of a 
prime minister under whose watch the vaccination 
programme has been stuttering, leaving the people 
at the mercy of a few private companies? Would you 
not have been aghast that oxygen is unavailable in 
the capital city? Would you not have been shocked 
that the Supreme Court has had to direct the central 
government to supply oxygen? Would you have 
not demanded that the government investigate the 
discrepancy in Covid data that is coming out of some 
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nature of governance has led to the ignoring of crucial 
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busy with perception management and blocking social 
media commentators. The government, meanwhile, 
is busy building the Central Vista in the middle of a 
pandemic. Forget the controversial manner in which 
the state assembly elections were conducted, was it not 
shocking to hear the prime minister celebrate the huge 
crowds that gathered to hear him speak even as India’s 
infection numbers were peaking? With him setting such 
an example, can we blame the citizens of this country 
for not following Covid protocol? I cannot believe that 
you actually buy the argument that the international 
media is only interested in tarnishing our reputation. 
The pictures, data, stories are true; those are real bodies 
burning on pyres. People are struggling to breathe, 
beseeching help — not of the government, but of other 
citizens. Aren’t you shaken? You and I have lost so many 
friends in this pandemic, and yet you are unwilling to 
say that the Union government is responsible for all that 
is unravelling. Are you more interested in safeguarding 
your leader’s image than saving lives? It is your party 
that speaks of internal democracy. Why don’t we see 
that in action, especially now? 
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Dear BJP members, why aren’t you 
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Suvendu Adhikari 
On May 7, the people of West Bengal 
marked Tagore Jayanti, an occasion 
to recall the great thoughts of 
the man who said, “Where the 
mind is without fear and the head 
is held high.” Unfortunately, in 
today’s West Bengal, the minds 
of the people are not free and 
our heads hang in shame at the 
situation, which is a textbook case 
of what fascism looks like. A sitting 
Union minister was attacked by 
goons associated with the ruling 
party. This was not an isolated 
phenomenon. Across the state, 
violence continues unchecked. 
Victory, it is said, brings humility. 
Shri Ramakrishna taught us all: 
A tree laden with fruits will bend 
more. The West Bengal elections 
have concluded and the results are 
for everyone to see. The people 
of the state have given a clear 
mandate to the TMC to govern and 
not unleash terror across the state. 
There is a lot that has to be done on 
the governance front — Covid has 
to be brought under control. But 
TMC cadres, supported by their top 
leadership, are doing everything 
possible to destroy the culture of 
democracy in the state. So busy 
was the West Bengal Chief Minister 
",$)+&$&0##"+*$()0($*)+$5"5$,%($.",5$
it prudent to attend the recent 
Covid meetings called by the Prime 
Minister. After the results were 
declared on May 2, TMC cadres got 
clear instructions to intimidate the 
political opposition in the state. 
They went about their work with 
clinical precision. Dozens of our 
party workers have been killed, 
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homes. Nobody has been spared 
— women, children, farmers, poor 
or the young. TMC has violated 
every tenet of our Constitution. So 
ungrateful are the TMC cadres that 
they have attacked the remaining 
-+!$%-."/+*$%-$()+$L+-($0,5$>%,<&+**$
in the state. This, when both 
parties did everything possible to 
embolden TMC to defeat BJP, even 
if it meant their own tally drops 
to zero. The people of Nandigram 
gave TMC and their leaders so 
much affection. Had it not been for 
the movement in Nandigram, TMC 
would never have won in 2011. 

Today, because Nandigram has 
seen through the failures of TMC 
and rejected the party, their cadres 
are taking revenge on the people 
here. Elected representatives are 
being attacked. Some people who 
have ideological differences with 
the BJP were elated over the West 
Bengal result. But their silence on 
the TMC-sponsored violence is 
deafening. Not a word to criticise 
the aggression of TMC cadres. Not 
a word on the lives lost. Not a word 
on the women attacked. They leave 
no opportunity to talk about their 
“idea of India” but conveniently 
shut their eyes and ears while this 

very idea of a liberal democratic 
India is being sullied in West 
Bengal. Assam is not very far from 
West Bengal. Did we see such 
violent triumphalism in Assam 
after the NDA was re-elected? 
Did we see such aggression in 
Puducherry where the NDA will 
form a government? The clear 
answer is no. When the TMC is 
defeated in an election, they leave 
no opportunity to blame the EVMs. 
Did we hear the BJP blame the 
EVMs in West Bengal? This time, 
the TMC launched an offensive 
against the Election Commission 
and central forces. But, if I 
remember correctly, the TMC 
always wanted phased elections 
so that democratic aspirations can 
be manifested. TMC always wanted 
proper security for the voters 
before they cast their vote. 

What has changed now? The 
answer is obvious. Lord Curzon 
and H S Suhrawardy would be 
very proud of the antics of today’s 
TMC. The party is laser-focused on 
destroying the united fabric of West 
Bengal. If they are doing so much 
just after victory, imagine what they 
can do in the coming days. As for 
the BJP, our tally has shot up to 77 
from three. Certainly, not the result 
we would have wanted but we are 
here to stay for the long run and 
will bring back the glory of West 
Bengal. Today, silence is not an 
option. We will continue resisting 
the money and muscle power of the 
TMC. If the TMC continues like this, 
the fate of the Left front awaits it 
very soon. That is when the dream 
of a Sonar Bangla will be a reality.

How TMC is betraying Bengal

A long-term and 

effective pandemic 
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needs broader 
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medical care. The 
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with a medicalised 

response to a 

public health 

challenge.
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News in Breif

Milan, Agency. Italy’s La Scala opera 
house reopened its doors to a restricted 
audience on Monday, raising hopes 
of a gradual resumption of Milan’s 
vivid cultural life after a nearly seven-
month shutdown due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Masked members of the 
orchestra, conducted by in-house music 
director Riccardo Chailly, and of the 
choir performed arias by Giuseppe Verdi, 
Richard Wagner and other renowned 
composers in an empty auditorium, with 
about 500 masked people watching the 
concert from the surrounding boxes. The 
concert – marking the debut at La Scala 
of 34-year-old Norwegian soprano Lise 
!"#$%&'()*)+,()")-$#'./$(01'),#"1$,()
and ended with an encore of Verdi’s Va, 
“It is a symbol of restart not only for 
La Scala, but for Italy as a whole,” said 
Artistic Director Dominique Meyer. With 
COVID-19 cases and deaths decreasing, 
Italy is assessing loosening lockdown 
measures and plans to lift quarantine 
restrictions for travellers arriving from 
European countries, Britain and Israel as 
early as mid-May. Italy shut its theatres 
and concert halls last October to contain 
a resurgence of the pandemic after 
the summer. Coffee bars, restaurants, 
cinemas and theatres partially reopened 
in most regions on April 26. The concert 
also marked the 75th anniversary of the 
reopening of the Milan opera house after 
World War Two bombings. “It was a sort 
of regaining of what we had before the 
pandemic. Being here tonight gives me 
goose bumps,” said 47-year-old jeweller 
Andrea Sangalli. With the situation 
gradually improving in the northern 
Lombardy region around Milan, one of 
Italy’s areas hardest hit by the pandemic, 
La Scala is expected to unveil its new 
season this month. On Tuesday, director 
Riccardo Muti will conduct a concert with 
the Wiener Philharmoniker orchestra, 
while British conductor Daniel Harding 
is scheduled to take the stage on May 17. 
Tickets for all three performances are 
sold out.

Italy’s La Scala reopens to 
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Toorjo Ghose

Smarajit Jana’s passing away last week marked 
a distinct stutter in our progress towards 
social justice and the vanquishing of the Covid 
2"(%'/$34) 56'() 7) -$8&1) /'1) 9"(") $() :;;;<) 7)
was a social welfare doctoral student based 
in the United States, and he was a legend 
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start the iconic Durbar Mahila Samanwaya 
Committee (DMSC), a collective of sex workers 
in Sonagachi, Kolkata, that had forced the 
world to sit up and take notice. At a time 
when the HIV pandemic was raging across the 
globe, and so-called “prostitutes” were being 
indicted for being a key population spreading 
the disease, DMSC had reduced infection rates 
in Sonagachi, Kolkata, one of the busiest red-
light areas in the world, to less than 1 per 
cent. Jana and DMSC had started erasing the 
word “prostitution” from the popular lexicon, 
replacing it with “sex worker”, and demanding 
of us a complete re-orientation towards sex, 
work, and choice. As he would often argue 
to audiences comprising representatives of 
entities such as the Indian Government, the 
UN, and the World Bank, choices made by 
poor women to combat poverty needed to 
?') &022,81'%<) (,1) 38$/$("=$&'%4) 7() 16') -$'=%)
of public health and HIV, this was a Kuhnian 
paradigm shift. The realisation that people’s 
choices around engaging as sex workers could 

simultaneously be constrained by poverty, and 
be supported in order to defeat it, transformed 
the battle against HIV. Marginalised 
community members became collaborative 
partners in HIV initiatives instead of targets 
of intervention, and agents of change instead 
of victims who needed to be rescued. Under 
the guidance of Jana and DMSC, the Indian 
government partnered with the Gates 
Foundation to implement these lessons 
nationwide through the Avahan Project. Jana 
spent time in Bangladesh, shepherding the 

country’s HIV interventions at the height of the 
epidemic. While public health curricula across 
the world now include mandatory training 
in community empowerment, the utilisation 
of peer counsellors, the establishment 
of community action boards, and the 
development of micro-banking cooperatives, 
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introduce these notions, and the methods to 
implement them successfully. DMSC’s reach 
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public health. The question of whether sex 
work constitutes legitimate labour or human 
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feminist, philosophical, labour, and activist 
milieus for a long time. Jana and DMSC made 
a critical intervention in this debate through 
the deceptively simple expedient of asking 
sex workers themselves to weigh in on it. 
And weigh in they did. Galvanised by DMSC’s 
work in India, sex workers across the world 

demanded a voice in discussions concerning 
their lives. While I have seen Jana present 
in various fora over the years, never was he 
more animated or empathetic than before an 
audience of sex workers. Recently, in a small 
living room in Philadelphia, USA, I watched as 
he infused a group of women and transgender 
sex workers with immense excitement at the 
possibility that sex workers could indeed 
shape their own lives. Watching him in these 
settings, I was continuously reminded of 
the model that DMSC has become for sex 
workers all over the world. While it has been 
designated as a best practices program by the 
World Bank, the real wonder lies in the fact 
that the global sex work movement often takes 
its cues from India. Jana’s efforts eventually led 
to the establishment of the All India Network 
of Sex Workers, representing hundreds of 
thousands of sex workers from thirteen states 
in India, and a national advisory body that 
has been entrusted by the Supreme Court of 
India to safeguard the rights of the sex work 
community. Knighted by Kolkata’s sex workers 
– he was affectionately known simply as “Sir” 
in the community –Jana is now regarded as 
the father of the sex work revolution in India. 
I take solace in some of Jana’s own words: 
“Pandemics destroy individual lives, but they 
cannot destroy social movements.” We will 
miss you immensely, Sir.

!"#$%&'(()*)+($,-.)'$/'0)'-1$'($
being of global concern

New York, Agency. 

The World Health Organisation on 
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a “global variant of concern”. This 
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as a variant under investigation (VUI) 
by authorities in the UK earlier in May. 
It has already spread to more than 17 
countries and several countries have 
put travel restrictions for passengers 
coming from India as a result of the 
surge in cases here. The WHO says that 
a variant of interest (VOI) becomes a 
variant of concern (VOC) if, through 
a comparative assessment, it has 
been demonstrated to be associated 
with increase in transmissibility or 
detrimental change in COVID-19 
epidemiology, increase in virulence or 
change in clinical disease presentation 
or a decrease in effectiveness of 
public health and social measures 
or available diagnostics, vaccines, 
therapeutics. Alternatively, a variant 
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in consultation with the WHO SARS-
CoV-2 Virus Evolution Working Group. 
Last week, the Indian government 
said that this variant also called 
the “double mutant variant” could 
be linked to a surge in the cases of 
coronavirus seen in some states. 
This admission was a change in the 
Centre’s previous stance when it said 
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in enough samples to establish a 
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Even so, the government said that the 
link was not “fully established”. Earlier 
in March, India’s Health Ministry said 
that a new “double mutant variant” 
of the coronavirus had been detected 
in addition to many other strains or 
variants of concern (VOCs) found in 
18 states in the country. authorities 
who requested India to send samples 
of the B.1.617 strain to carry out 
wider studies on it and determine how 
effective existing vaccines are against 
it. Variants of a virus have one or more 
mutations that differentiate it from the 
other variants that are in circulation. 
While most mutations are deleterious 
for the virus, some make it easier for 
the virus to survive. Essentially, the 
goal of the virus is to reach a stage 
where it can cohabitate with humans 
because it needs a host to survive. This 
means, any virus is likely to become 
less severe as it keeps evolving, but 
in this process it can attain some 
mutations that may be able to escape 
the body’s immune response or 

become more transmissible.The SARS-
CoV-2 virus is evolving fast because 
of the scale at which it has infected 
people around the world. High levels 
of circulation mean it is easier for the 
virus to change as it is able to replicate 
faster. The B.1.617 variant of the virus 
has two mutations referred to as 
E484Q and L452R. Both are separately 
found in many other coronavirus 
variants, but they have been reported 
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The L452R mutation has been found 
in some other VOIs such as B.1.427/ 
B.1.429, which are believed to be 
more transmissible and may be able 
to override neutralising antibodies. 
The WHO has said that laboratory 
studies suggest that samples from 
individuals who had natural infection 
may have reduced neutralisation 
against variants which have the E484Q 
mutation. Public Health England (PHE) 
says that if the variants of SARS-CoV-2 
are considered to have concerning 
epidemiological, immunological 
or pathogenic properties, they are 
raised for formal investigation. At this 
point, the variants emerging from 
the B.1.617 lineage are designated as 
Variants Under Investigation (VUI) 
with a year, month, and number (For 
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21APR-01, VUI-21APR-02 and VUI-
21APR-03) by PHE. Following a risk 
assessment with the relevant expert 
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in India may be designated Variant 
of Concern (VOC) by the UK health 
authority. The US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), on the 
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three categories– variant of interest 
(VOI), variant of concern (VOC) and 
variant of high consequence. In the 
US, the B.1.526, B.1.526.1, B.1.525 
(previously designated UK1188 and 
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the other hand, the B.1.1.7, B.1.351, 
P.1, B.1.427, and B.1.429 variants 
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markers that have been associated 
with changes to receptor binding, 
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generated against previous infection 
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treatments, potential diagnostic 
impact, or predicted increase in 
transmissibility or disease severity.” 
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for which there is evidence of an 
increase in transmissibility, more 
severe disease (e.g., increased 
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by antibodies generated during 
previous infection or vaccination, 
reduced effectiveness of treatments 
or vaccines, or diagnostic detection 
failures.” So far, the CDC has not 
found variants of high consequence in 
circulation in the US.
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Everyone’s favourite author, Ruskin Bond, is coming up with a new book on his 
87th birthday on May 19. A collection of short stories titled All Time Favourites 
for Children, it will feature some of his most celebrated characters and stories 
as well as new ones. Carefully crafted with Bond’s distinctive charm, the stories 
"8')?,0(%)1,)'#,F')(0/'8,0&)'/,1$,(&4)71)+$==)?')20?=$&6'%)?D)Q0>-$(<)36$=%8'(W&)
imprint of Penguin Random House. ALSO READ |‘None reciprocated; here I am, 
still a bachelor’: Ruskin Bond on 
writing about falling in love with 
girls at train stations The Kasauli-
born author always wanted to write. 
On April 23, also celebrated as World 
Book Day, he spoke at length about 
his vocation with Humans of Bombay. 
“In a way, books were my escape – at 
the age of 12, I used to read more 
than 5 books a week. All I wanted 
was to emulate my favourite authors, 
so I started writing short stories. And 
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Speaking on his life and bachelorhood, he elaborated on the many missed love 
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my house help’s kids– they’re my family. But being a writer meant living hand to 
mouth, so I’d often go to Delhi and do odd jobs. And when I had enough money, I’d 
come up to the hills to write,” he had said.

New York, Agency. 

A tourist in China ended up getting stuck on a 330-feet high 
glass-bottomed bridge in China after it was damaged by 
strong winds. The man as left dangling as the panels of the 
bridge were blown away by the wind. The man was visiting 
the glass-bottomed bridge, a popular tourist attraction at a 
resort in Piyan Mountain in Jilin Province, when the incident 
took place. These glass bridges, walkways and slides are 

big attractions in China. Details of the incident, along with 
pictures were posted on Chinese social media platform Weibo 
where it managed to garner over 4 million likes. The incident 
soon made its way to Twitter when user Matt Knight shared 
it on the microblogging site. Check it out here: The terrifying 
images show the man clinging on to one of the railings of the 
bridge after high winds of up to 90mph blew away some of 
the glass panels on Friday, May 7, the Daily Mail reported. 
According to the tabloid, the man was stuck for a brief period 
of time before he was brought back to safety with the help 
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Many, who came across the incident, expressed their horrors 
and lauded the man for his bravery. Take a look at some 
reactions here: In a similar incident, a group of people in the 
UK were stranded after the roller coaster called The Big One 
suffered a breakdown in the middle of the ride. Following the 
malfunction, passengers were forced to climb down from a 
height of nearly 200-feet.

New Delhi, Agency. 
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movie Army of the Dead are in, and they 
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Bautista, Huma Qureshi, Tig Notaro, Ella 
Purnell and Omari Hardwick among others in 
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has been described as a fun ride by many 
early reviewers of the movie. Collider’s critic 
Vinnie Mancuso tweeted, “You absolutely feel 
the runtime towards the end but honestly, 
#ArmyOfTheDead rips. Just let Zack Snyder 
F''2) /"F$(G) S,/?$') /,#$'&[\) Q,20="8) 38$1$3)
and founder of We Live Entertainment, Scott 
A'(S'=<) 3"=='%) 16') "31$,('8) ") a?="&1W) "(%)
mentioned, “Army of The Dead is a violent, 
gory, and bloody blast. Zack Snyder’s latest is a 
ridiculously fun and over the top genre bending 
S,/?$') -$=/4) 56$=') 16') '(1$8') 3"&1) $&) G8'"1<)
Matthias Schweighöfer steals every scene. 
Oh, and the opening credits are absolutely 
epic. #ArmyoftheDead.” Critic Fico Cangiano 

called it a great ensemble movie as every 
character had their own moment in the sun. 
UbV8/DM>T6'!'"%) $&) ?=,,%D) >0([) @"&) G8'"1)
S,/?$')"31$,(<)36"8"31'8)?"(1'8)c)F$=='8)/0&$34)
Also, quite funny. Loved the world created by 
d^"3FB(D%'8) c) 16"1) '#'8D) 36"8"31'8) 6"&) ")
moment to shine. His style matches perfectly 
+$16) 16') S,/?$') G'(8'4) M2'($(G) 38'%$1&) "8')
 b^,/?$'L'8&'<\ 8'"% 6$& 1"F' ,( V8/D ,> 16'
Dead. However, there were a few naysayers 
who felt that the Zack Snyder directorial 

had nothing new to offer apart from some 
good humour and a talented cast. “I found 
myself wanting more from #ArmyOfTheDead 
overall. It’s well cast and often funny. But 
%'&2$1') ?='(%$(G) 16') 6'$&1eS,/?$') G'(8'&<)
there’s not much newness added to either. 
One or two fresh setpieces amid familiar 
blood n gore, but outside of that, you’ve 
&''() $1)/,8') ,8) ='&&<\)+8,1') H8"(%,()O"1S<) ")
senior reporter at Observer. This is Insider 
correspondent Kristen Acuna mentioned 
in a tweet, “I saw #ArmyoftheDead and I’m 
all-in on this world. Pretty sure Zack Snyder 
just beat WB to the punch and made his own 
B0$3$%')B`0"%)/,#$'<)?01)+$16)S,/?$'&4)@,+)
about that.”The general consensus seems to be 
overwhelmingly favourable as Editor-in-Chief 
of Fangoria Phil Nobile Jr stated, “Army of the 
Dead: Zack Snyder is having an absolute blast, 
delivering a jaw dropping/jaw-removing) 
amount of slo-mo bloodshed. The gore and 
mayhem on display is lovingly captured and, 
more importantly, gleefully faceted within the 
-$=/4)bV8/DM>T6'!'"%4\

:(&9';.<4*+=,'5+0<'16'23*'>*(4'?+,2'+*(&@1.,'(+*'%.A'BC%4%&"$1",$<'

6".'(.4'1-*+/23*/21!'D*.+*/#*.4%.D'E10#%*'?$0=

C",9%.'F1.4=,'.*8'#119'21'#*'
1"2'1.'3%,'GH23'#%+234(<

B;2"I'16'.%D320(+*,=A'J1"+%,2'%.'K3%.('

$*)'4(.D$%.D'6+10'LLM/)/3%D3'D$(,,'

#+%4D*'(,'8%.4'#$18,'(8(<'%2,'!(.*$,

!""Smarjit Jana nudged 

governments, aid agencies, 

NGOs and activists into 

respecting the choices made by 

sex workers

!""The man was walking along the 
glass-bottomed bridge, a popular 
tourist attraction, at a resort in Piyan 
Mountain in Jilin Province, when the 
incident took place.

!""Check it out here: The terrifying 
images show the man clinging on to 
one of the railings of the bridge after 
high winds of up to 90mph blew away 
some of the glass panels on Friday.

!""!"#"$#%&'()&*+,)-&./)+01(-/.&()&(&234&51&67,+8&#&
9:&-;/&3<&;/(8-;&(=-;5,+-+/)&';5&,/>=/)-/.&41.+(&
to send samples of the B.1.617 strain to carry out 
wider studies on it and determine how effective 
existing vaccines are against it.

 New Delhi, Agency. A drone captured 
/'&/'8$&$(G)-$8'+,8F&)$()f0&&$")
?D)-=D$(G)8$G61)$(1,)$14)T6')#$%',)$&)
now making rounds on the internet, 
='"#$(G)('1$S'(&)$()"+'4)71)+"&)f0&&$"()
videographer Maxim Dragunov who 
captured the spectacular display over 
the Peter and Paul Fortress in Russia 
on Sunday, May 9. Dragunov attached 
a model of a Soviet-era military plane 
1,)")%8,(')16"1)-='+)$(1,)16')6'"81),>)
the action, capturing it up close and 
2'8&,("=4)T6')-$8'+,8F&)%$&2="D)+"&)
part of Russia’s annual Victory Day 
celebrations, marking the end of World 
War ll. This year marked the 76th 
"(($#'8&"8D),>)#$31,8D),#'8)_"S$)g'8/"(D)
in World war ll. Ahead of the Victory 
Day celebration, on May 7, thousands of 
drones also lit up in the skies over the 
World War monument in the Russian city 
,>)fS6'#4)Q$3108'&)"(%)#$%',&)&6"8'%),()
&,3$"=)/'%$")&6,+'%)16')%8,('<)-=D$(G)$()
formation, representing images related 
to Word war ll.

N(2&3A'>+1.*'-%4*1'

&(!2"+*,'0*,0*+%,%.D'

?+*81+9,'4%,!$(<'%.'C",,%(
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News in Breif

Consider yourself out of England tour if you 

test positive in Mumbai, BCCI tells players
   New Delhi, Agency.    

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has 
informed its England-bound players that if they test 
positive after landing in Mumbai before embarking 
on the tour, they can consider themselves out of the 
trip.The Indian Express understands that Indian team 
physio Yogesh Parmar has advised the players to try 
and keep themselves isolated until they reach Mumbai.
The players, support staff and their family members 
going to England will undergo RT-PCR Tests on the 
!"#$%& '()& (*%+#& ,-+,."/0& "/& (%& %-+"#& -1%+23& 4"%-& %-+&
contingent coming from all parts of the country, the 
BCCI wants a secure bio-bubble in place. The Indian 
%+(5&"$&$,-+'62+'&%1&!2)&16%&1/&76/+&8&%1&92()&%-+&41#2'&
:+$%&;-(59"1/$-"9&!"/(2&(0("/$%&<+=&>+(2(/'?&*1221=+'&
@)&(&!"A+B:+$%&$+#"+$&(0("/$%&C/02(/'3D:-+&92()+#$&-(A+&
been informed to consider their tour over if they are 
found positive on their arrival in Mumbai as BCCI will 
/1%&(##(/0+&(/1%-+#&,-(#%+#&!2"0-%&*1#&(/)&,#",.+%+#?E&(&
source in the Indian board informed.Chastened by the 
suspension of the Indian Premier League (IPL) after 
several positive tests in various franchises, the board 
has become more cautious. It has told the players 
that RT-PCR tests will be conducted on their family 
members too before they reach Mumbai. This has been 

done as a precautionary measure keeping in mind 
the second wave of the pandemic wreaking havoc 
in the country. The board has also asked the team 
5+5@+#$&%1&%(.+&%-+&!"#$%&F(@&1*&%-+&;1A"$-"+2'&A(,,"/+&
in India and BCCI will arrange for their second doses 

"/& C/02(/'3G$& %-+& G$%#(>+/+,(& A(,,"/+& (A("2(@2+& "/&
England is a version of Covishield, the BCCI can make 
%-+& $+,1/'& '1$+& (A("2(@2+& *1#& "%$& 92()+#$& %-+#+3D:-+&
players, support staff and families will be tested and 
two negative reports are required before they leave 

for Mumbai. It will be done in order to ensure that 
they are coming into the bubble without any infection. 
The players have also been given the option to travel 
by air or car to reach Mumbai. For vaccination, BCCI 
has informed the players to take Covishield which they 
,(/&0+%&"/&C/02(/'?&(/'&/1%&;1A(H"/?E&%-+&I;;J&$16#,+&
informed. Players like Virat Kohli, Ishant Sharma, 
GF"/.)(&K(-(/+?&;-+%+$-=(#&L6F(#(&(/'&M5+$-&N('(A&
%11.&%-+"#&!"#$%&A(,,"/+&'1$+$&1/&O1/'()&=-"2+&(&*+=&
players will be taking them in the coming days. The 
BCCI has asked players to get in touch if they don’t 
have access to the Covishield vaccine, and the Board 
="22&(##(/0+&"%&*1#&%-+5&:-+&I;;J&"$&$%"22&%1&!"/(2"$+&%-+&
number of days the Indian players will have to undergo 
quarantine. The board wants 14 days’ quarantine in 
India and another 10 days in England before they play 
%-+&41#2'&:+$%&;-(59"1/$-"9&!"/(23&:-+&92()+#$&'1/P%&
want a hard quarantine and want some relaxation 
while being in isolation in India. The Indian team will 
92()&%-#++&QRJ$&(/'&($&5(/)&:8SJ$&(0("/$%&T#"&U(/.(&
"/&762)3&G&$+,1/'B$%#"/0&J/'"(/&%+(5&="22&@+&%#(A+22"/0&
to the island nation with the India A support staff as 
coaches. The Indian team has nearly a one-month gap 
@+%=++/& %-+&41#2'&:+$%& ;-(59"1/$-"9& !"/(2& (/'& %-+&
!"#$%&:+$%&(0("/$%&C/02(/'3

West Indies won’t ever see those glory 
days again, laments Curtly Ambrose

Mumbai, Agency. 

Pace legend Curtly Ambrose believes the 
current lot of Caribbean youngsters doesn’t 
really understand what cricket means to 
%-+& 4+$%& J/'"+$& (/'& $1& %-+& %=1B%"5+& =1#2'&
champions will never be able to relive the glory 
'()$&(0("/34+$%&J/'"+$&-('&2"*%+'&%-+&!"#$%&%=1&
41#2'&;69&%"%2+$&"/&VWXY&(/'&VWXW&(/'&"%&%11.&
33 years for the team to claim another ICC title 
when Darren Sammy had guided them to the 
8SV8&:8S&41#2'&;69&,#1=/&(/'&#+9+(%+'&%-+&
*+(%& *16#& )+(#$& 2(%+#3DO1$%& 1*& %-+& )16/0$%+#$&
we have now probably don’t quite understand 
=-(%& ,#",.+%& 5+(/$& %1& 4+$%& J/'"(/$& "/& %-+&
4+$%& J/'"+$& (/'& (@#1('& @+,(6$+& ,#",.+%& "$&
the only sport that really unites Caribbean 
9+192+?E&G5@#1$+&%12'&:(2.&T91#%$&U"A+3&D:-"$&
is no disrespect to the players we have now 
because we have a couple of guys who have 
some quality in them and can become great, 
but what we have to understand is that I 
don’t think we will ever see those great, 
+H,+9%"1/(2& 021#)& '()$& (0("/3E:-+& YXB)+(#B
12'?& =-1& ,2("5+'& ZSY& =",.+%$& "/& W[& :+$%$&
@+%=++/&VW[[&(/'&8SSS?&$("'&"%&"$&'"*!",62%&%1&

!"/'&%(2+/%+'&,#",.+%+#$&*#15&%-+&"$2(/'&/(%"1/&
/1=('()$3DJ%P$& 01"/0& %1& @+& '"*!",62%& %1& !"/'&
another Viv Richards or a (Demond) Haynes 
and (Gordon) Greenidge, a Brian Lara, Richie 
Richardson, you know, a Malcolm Marshall, 
;6#%2)& G5@#1$+?& ;16#%/+)& 4(2$-?& O",-(+2&
Holding, Andy Roberts, and the list goes on 

(/'&1/?&;2"A+&U21)'?E&G5@#1$+&$("'3DJ%P$&01"/0&
%1&@+&+H%#+5+2)&'"*!",62%&%1&!"/'&%-1$+&\6(2"%)&
92()+#$&(0("/3EG5@#1$+&$("'&4+$%&J/'"+$&%+(5&
can improve their ICC rankings but won’t be 
(@2+&%1&'15"/(%+&%-+&=()&"%&'"'&"/&%-+&[S$&(/'&
WS$3D4-+/&=+&=+#+&%-+&@+$%&%+(5&"/&%-+&=1#'?&
4+$%& J/'"(/$& (22& 1A+#& %-+& 021@+& ,162'& =(2.&

and boast about how good we were because 
=+&=+#+&%-+&@+$%?&$1& "%P$&01"/0&%1&@+&'"*!",62%&
%1& $++& %-1$+& 021#)& '()$& (0("/?E& -+& $("'3& DN+$?&
we can be competitive and climb up the ICC 
rankings and be a force to be reckon with 
again, but those glory days, I don’t think we 
will see them again.

Berlin, Agency. 

As the country deals with the second wave 
of the coronavirus that has seen daily cases 
and death tolls surging with every passing 
day, India’s sporting fraternity has also been 
affected, with those having represented 
the country nationally and internationally 
succumbing to the virus.#e coronavirus 
outbreak not only impacted the sports 
community of India and cancelled some of 
the major tournaments across sports but also 
claimed many lives including notable figures 
of the fraternity. Here are a list of sports 
figures that India lost to the global pandemic: 
India lost three of its former hockey players 
in May, 2021. Ravindra Pal Singh, 60, and 
Maharaj Krishan Kaushik, 66, from the 
Class of 1980, the bunch that took India to 
the summit of world hockey at the Moscow 
Olympics, succumbed to the Covid-19-related 
ailments on the same day – May 8.Shooter 
Chandro Tomar, cricketer Chetan Chauhan 
and hockey player Maharaj Krishan Kaushik 
died due to Covid-19As the country deals 
with the second wave of the coronavirus that 
has seen daily cases and death tolls surging 

with every passing day, India’s sporting 
fraternity has also been affected, with those 
having represented the country nationally 
and internationally succumbing to the virus.
#e coronavirus outbreak not only impacted 
the sports community of India and cancelled 
some of the major tournaments across 
sports but also claimed many lives including 
notable figures of the fraternity. Here are 
a list of sports figures that India lost to the 
global pandemic:HockeyIndia lost three of its 
former hockey players in May, 2021. Ravindra 
Pal Singh, 60, and Maharaj Krishan Kaushik, 

66, from the Class of 1980, the bunch that 
took India to the summit of world hockey 
at the Moscow Olympics, succumbed to the 
Covid-19-related ailments on the same day 
– May 8.Kaushik, a right-out, passed away in 
the national capital a%er a three-week battle 
with the virus and leaves behind a legacy full 
of success and recognition on the hockey turf, 
both as player and coach. #e former coach 
of the national women’s team guided the 
unfancied bunch to the 2002 Commonwealth 
Games gold medal, which was one of the 
inspirations for the hit movie Chak de India. 

But Kaushik had also taken the men’s team to 
the top of the podium at the 1998 Bangkok 
Asiad, the first time they had been there in 32 
years.Former player George Fernandez, 67, 
who was battling COVID-19 in Bengaluru, 
died on May 10 due to complications related 
to the disease. Fernandez, a former Assistant 
Customs Commissioner (Karnataka), had 
represented the Indian junior team in 1975 
playing as a forward. He also played for his 
home state Karnataka at the junior level in the 
year 1975-76.Earlier this month, Hockey India 
mourned the death of former India junior 
player Sanjib Barla, who died in Rourkela due 
to COVID-19 related complications. He was 
34 and was part of the Indian junior men’s 
camp in 2009, played for Odisha in various 
domestic hockey competitions. He also 
worked for Western Railways in Mumbai. a 
former Rajasthan leg-spinner and a member 
of their Ranji Trophy-winning squad, died of 
coronavirus-related complications on May 5, 
2021. Yadav, who played 18 first-class matches 
and picked up 57 wickets, featured in the 
2010-11 Ranji Trophy final, his finest hour in 
a brief domestic career.

Covid deaths grip India’s 
!"#$%&'()$*+,$&-+.

   New Delhi, Agency.    

Relegation, promotion, and now 
relegation again.Fulham’s rollercoaster 
ride between the top two divisions of 
English soccer has taken the London 
club back out of the Premier League, its 
*(%+&$+(2+'&@)& 21$"/0&%1&I6#/2+)&8BS&1/&
O1/'()3]62-(5&F1"/+'&T-+*!"+2'&M/"%+'&
(/'& 4+$%& I#15=",-& G2@"1/& "/& 01"/0&
down to the Championship, wrapping 
up the Premier League’s relegation 
battle at the earliest ever stage with 
%-#++& #16/'$& $%"22& %1& 013& DJP5& @"%%+#2)&
'"$(991"/%+'?&JP5&-6#%?&JP5&06%%+'?E&$("'&
Fulham manager Scott Parker, who also 
presided over the team’s relegation two 
seasons ago when he was in charge on an 
"/%+#"5& @($"$3D4-"2+& "%P$& @++/& 2115"/0&
over us for some time now, there’s no 
words I can put together other than 
I’m gutted we haven’t been successful 
%-"$& )+(#3EI6#/2+)& =($& 1/+& 1*& *16#&
,26@$?& (21/0& ="%-& I#"0-%1/?& <+=,($%2+&
and Southampton still mathematically 
not safe heading into the match at 

;#(A+/& ;1%%(0+3& G*%+#& !"#$%B-(2*& 01(2$&
*#15& G$-2+)& 4+$%=11'& (/'& "/B*1#5&
$%#".+#&;-#"$&411'?&I6#/2+)&=($&(@2+&%1&
celebrate the prospect of playing a sixth 
$%#("0-%&$+($1/&"/&%-+&26,#(%"A+&%19&!2"0-%?&
a stunning achievement by manager 
Sean Dyche given the budget he works 
6/'+#&(/'&%-+&*(,%&-"$&%+(5&-('&F6$%&%=1&
points after seven games.The kind of 
stability Dyche has brought to Burnley 
"$& $15+%-"/0& L(#.+#& ,#(A+$3D:-+& -"0-$&
and lows and the rollercoaster of the 
F16#/+)& %-(%& "$?& =+& /++'& %1& =1#.& 16%&
exactly what we need to do now to try 
%1& .++9& (& 2+A+2& (@16%& 6$?E& %-+& *1#5+#&
C/02(/'& 5"'!"+2'+#& $("'3DQA+#& %-+&
coming weeks,

Melbourne, Agency. 

England have a busy international 
$,-+'62+& *#15& 76/+& 1/=(#'$& (/'& %-+&
players are unlikely to be available for 
the remainder of the suspended IPL if the 
:8S& %16#/(5+/%& "$& #+$,-+'62+'& %-"$& )+(#?&
says ECB Director of Cricket Ashley Giles.
The IPL was suspended last week after 
562%"92+& ;Q^JRBVW& ,($+$& "/$"'+& "%$& @"1B
@6@@2+3&:-+#+&(#+&%=1&="/'1=$&*1#&%-+&:8S&
event to be resumed this year — one is in 
the second half of September and before 
%-+& :8S&41#2'& ;69& _Q,%1@+#B<1A+5@+#& `&
(/'& %-+& 1%-+#& "$& (*%+#& 5"'B<1A+5@+#3I6%&
England’s top players will be in action at 
both times. They have tours to Bangladesh 
and Pakistan in September and October, 
while they will compete with Australia at 
%-+& G$-+$& #"0-%& (*%+#& %-+& :8S&41#2'& ;693&
D4+P#+&92(//"/0&1/&"/A12A+5+/%&1*&C/02(/'&
92()+#$&"/&C/02(/'&5(%,-+$3&4+PA+&01%&(&*622&
FTP schedule. So if those tours to Pakistan 
and Bangladesh are going ahead, I’d expect 
%-+&92()+#$&%1&@+&%-+#+?E&a"2+$&$("'&($&\61%+'&

@)&CTL<,#","/*13:-+#+&=+#+&VV&C/02"$-5(/&
in various franchises in the suspended 
JLU3D<1/+& 1*& 6$& ./1=$&=-(%& (& #+(##(/0+'&
IPL looks like at the moment, where it’s 
going to be or when. But from when we 
$%(#%& %-"$& $655+#& (0("/$%& <+=& >+(2(/'?&
16#& 9#10#(55+& "$& "/,#+'"@2)& @6$)?E& a"2+$&
$("'3D4+PA+& 01%& (& 21%& 1*& "591#%(/%?& -"0-B
9#1!"2+&,#",.+%&"/,26'"/0&%-+&:8S&41#2'&;69&
and the Ashes. And we’re going to have to 
211.& (*%+#& 16#& 92()+#$3E& a"2+$& '"$5"$$+'&
suggestion that this signals a change in 
approach from the ECB as the management 
had earlier allowed up to a dozen players to 
5"$$&%-+&:+$%&$+#"+$&(0("/$%&<+=&>+(2(/'&(%&
%-+& $%(#%& 1*& 76/+&'6+& %1& %-+"#& "/A12A+5+/%&
"/& %-+& JLU3D:-+&<+=&>+(2(/'&$,+/(#"1&=($&
very different. Those Test matches were 
*1#5(2"$+'&(%&%-+&+/'&1*&7(/6(#)?&@)&=-",-&
%"5+& (22& %-1$+& ,1/%#(,%$& (/'& <Q;$& _/1&
1@F+,%"1/& ,+#%"!",(%+$`&=+#+& $"0/+'& *1#& *622&
"/A12A+5+/%& "/& %-+& JLU3Ea"2+$& +H9#+$$+'&
-19+& %-(%& 92()+#$& =162'& @+& (221=+'& D(&
@"%& 51#+& *#++'15E& *#15& @"1B@6@@2+$& ($&
the England summer progresses. The 

Test players are likely to enter their latest 
@6@@2+& *#15& (#16/'& O()& 8[3b+& "$& (2$1&
keen to see England players appearing 
"/& %-+& b6/'#+'& =-",-& $%(#%$& 1/& 762)& 8V&
(/'& #6/$& 6/%"2& G606$%& 8V3& C/02(/'P$& :+$%&
series against India is scheduled to start in 
<1%%"/0-(5&1/&G606$%&Z3D4+P'&21A+&%-+5&%1&
be involved in the Hundred at some point 
and the launch of that competition. It would 
be great to have our best players playing in 
it. But we’ll have to look at workloads very 
,(#+*622)3Ea"2+$& (2$1& -"/%+'& %-(%& C/02(/'&
="22&211.&%1&%#)&$15+&/+=&*(,+$&(0("/$%&<+=&
>+(2(/'3D4-(%&=+&'1&./1=?&(/'&=-(%P$&/1%&
going to change, is the weight of cricket. 
Given the Ashes series (this winter), we 
don’t know what conditions that’s going 
to be played in at the moment with regard 
to a Covid environment, but we are going 
%1&/++'&(&@"00+#&0#169&1*&92()+#$&$%"22?E&-+&
$("'3D4+& 5()& (2$1& ,-11$+& (0("/$%& <+=&
>+(2(/'&%1&211.&(%&$15+&/+=&*(,+$3&4"%-&%-+&
amount of other cricket we have to play, we 
almost want to get this tapering towards 
the Ashes. 

/&'0*&1("0*.,$!(2&0-3,0.(+#(4,(*5*-0*40,(

)#$($,6!78,120,1(9:;(<(/=>

?208*@($,0,'*+,1()$#@(/&'0-!8(
:$,@-,$(;,*'2,(*A,$(B(!,*!#&

Milan, Agency.&K+26,%(/%&%1&6/'+#01&%-+&8VB'()&
quarantine in which he would have to forego 
practice, Tokyo-bound B Sai Praneeth withdrew 
his entry from the Singapore Open, scheduled 
*1#&76/+&VBY3DJ%P$&@+,(6$+&=+&-(A+&%1&'1&8V&'()$&
quarantine and you can’t play even it is 14 days 
\6(#(/%"/+3&4"%-16%&9#(,%",+&"%&"$&A+#)&%160-&%1&
92()?E&L#(/++%-&$("'3415+/P$&'16@2+$&9("#"/0&1*&
Ashwini Ponappa-Sikki Reddy have also withdrawn 
*#15&%-+&%16#/(5+/%&+/'"/0&%-+"#&\6(2"!",(%"1/&
-19+3&J/'"(/$&="22&-(A+&%1&6/'+#01&1@2"0(%1#)&8V&
days of quarantine in Singapore, which has anyway 
$%199+'&!2"0-%$&*#15&J/'"(3&4-"2+&1%-+#&$-6%%2+#$&
-(A+/P%&)+%&="%-'#(=/?&%-+&8V&'()&="/'1=&$-6%$&
%1'()34-"2+&L#(/++%-&#+,+"A+'&%-+&!"#$%&'1$+&1*&%-+&
A(,,"/+?&%-(%&(21/+&=162'&/1%&$6*!",+&%1&19+/&69&
travelling restrictions applicable to Indians, after 
the variants have put travellers from the country 
1/&(&#+'&2"$%3&D:-+&A(,,"/+&$%(%6$&($&1*&%1'()&
can’t be used for travel or to seek exemptions for 
\6(#(/%"/+&($&(/&J/'"(/?E&-+&+H92("/+'3&DO()@+&
"/&%-+&*6%6#+?&@6%&J&'16@%&"%P22&-+29&%-"$&+(#2)?E&-+&
added. India is recording the highest Corona cases 
=1#2'="'+34"%-&:+2(/0(/(&01"/0&"/%1&21,.'1=/&
*#15&O()&V8&*1#&VS&'()$?&T("&L#(/++%-&="22&%(.+&(&
@#+(.&*#15&%#("/"/03&DJ&=($&9#+9(#"/0&*#15&(&A+#)&
long time for Malaysia and Singapore. But once it 
got cancelleded, I thought I’ll take a break and then 
start preparing for Olympics.

C*-(:$*&,,+8D(E!8F-&-6C-33-(
F-+81$*F()$#@(C-&'*"#$,(G",&H(
#+8,$!(@*.()#00#F(((

London, Agency.Ports 
O"/"$%+#&c"#+/&K"F"F6&
on Tuesday cautioned 
Indian sportspersons 
against breaking 
;Q^JRBVW&9#1%1,12$&1*&
foreign countries while 
travelling for training 
1#&,159+%"%"1/3K"F"F6&91$%+'&%-+&,155+/%&=-"2+&
wishing Olympic-bound shooters a successful trip 
%1&;#1(%"(?&*1#&=-",-&%-+)&2+*%&+(#2"+#&"/&%-+&'()3DT(*+&
F16#/+)d&<+A+#&@#+(.&%-+&;Q^JRBVW&9#1%1,12$&1*&
other countries. Focus on training, take care and 
$%()&$(*+3&4"22&9#1A"'+&(22&/+,+$$(#)&$6991#%&%1&
16#&(%-2+%+$&(/'&%-+&,1(,-+$3&G22&%-+&@+$%?E&K"F"F6&
tweeted.Maldives sports minister Ahmed Mahloof 
had asked BFC to leave the island nation after two 
players and a support staff member of the team 
broke the quarantine rules and were photographed 
walking on the streets of Male.

IJ,5,$(4$,*3(=GK9L6BM(
"$#+#7#0!(#)(#+8,$(
7#2&+$-,!N<(O-$,&(P-Q-Q2
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New Delhi, Agency. Equity indices plunged 
on Monday with the benchmark BSE sensex 
sliding over 800 points amid a massive 
selloff on renewed fears of economic impact 
of the coronavirus outbreak. Investors 
also hoped that US President Donald 
Trump’s maiden India visit would cheer 
the markets but both the indexes traded 
in red throughout the session. Trump is 
scheduled for a two-day visit to India from 
February 24. Sensex tanked 807 points or 
1.96 per cent to close at 40,363; while the 
broader NSE Nifty dived 242 points or 2.01 
per cent to settle at 11,839. All the stocks 
!"#"$%&'()"*%(+,$$&$("#(*%&(-./(0123()"*%(
Infosys, Kotak and HDFC Bank sliding as 
much as 0.18 per cent. On NSE, all sub-
indices also closed in red with Nifty Metal 
and Auto down as much as 5.36 per cent. On 
the global front, shares skidded, oil prices 
sank and the price of gold surged as the 
number of people infected or killed by the 
viral outbreak that began in China surged, 
heaping more uncertainty on the economic 
outlook. The decline followed a selloff Friday 
on Wall Street and a weekend meeting in 
4"51'%6(.17'"(891:"16(,;(!"#1#2&(<"#"$*&9$(
and central bank chiefs of the Group of 20 
(G20) major industrial economies where 
,;!"2"1+$()19#&'(*%&(,7*:9&13(*%1*(:&=1#(
in China is threatening to derail world 
growth. Investor sentiments also turned 
cautious ahead of the derivatives expiry ”In 
the near-term, the volatility could increase 
given the expiry of February futures and 
options (F&O) contracts on Thursday and 
*%&(&>0&2*1*",#$(,;(#&)$(!+,)(,#(:7$"#&$$(
deals and/or trade deals during the 
President Trump visit to India,” Gaurav Dua, 
senior vice-president, head – Capital Market 
Strategy & Investments, Sharekhan by BNP 
Paribas told news agency PTI. During the 
past week, sensex fell 87 points or 0.21 per 
cent, while Nifty shed 33 points or 0.26 per 
cent. Financial markets remained closed on 
Friday on account of ‘Mahashivratri’.

Sensex dives over 800 
!"#$%&'()#*+(,$-&(
below 11,850

Mumbai, Agency. Microsoft chief 
executive Satya Nadella on Monday 
urged Indian business leaders to build 
technology capabilities that are inclusive 
in nature. Beginning his three-day visit to 
India, Nadella was addressing Microsoft’s 
Future Decoded CEO Summit in Mumbai. 
“Indian CEOs need to build own tech 
capability and ensure that the solutions 
are inclusive,” he said. Stating that the last 
decade saw emergence of the aggregators, 
he asserted that aggregators are not 
enough alone. “We need to ensure that 
digital interventions lead to broadening 
of productivity.” Nadella stated that 72 
per cent of jobs for software engineers 
in India are outside of the technology 
industry. Speaking at the same event, 
Rajesh Gopinathan, chief executive and 
managing director of Tata Consultancy 
Services (TCS) said the company prefers 
to train internal talent for the changing 
technologies and ensure that good quality 
talent is retained, rather than searching 
for it externall He said the millennials 
possess phenomenal knowledge and are 
quick learners as well, but need to be 
trained on the same. The era of multi-year 
projects in IT is over; and three years ago, 
TCS took a bet to completely adopt Agile 
technologies by 2020, he said. 59 per cent 
of all the developers are now working on 
Agile, he added.

Indian CEOs need to build 
#$./0&#1,(%,.2(.3!34#/#5,&6(
73%+3()3-,//3

Mukesh Ambani’s plans to make Reliance 
8$-0&%9#,&(-,4%:;9,,(2#%(<0/5!/,(&$3=&

New Delhi, Agency.  

Six months after Mukesh Ambani laid out 
a road map to make Reliance Industries 
Ltd (RIL) free of net debt by early 2021, 
his plan has hit a few bumps thanks to the 
government. Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi’s administration has petitioned a court 
to halt a proposed stake sale by RIL to Saudi 
Arabian Oil Co, threatening a key source of 
funds needed to pare liabilities. In addition, 
*%&( 2,#=+,<&91*&6()%"2%( "$( "#*,(,"+( 9&!"#"#=6(
telecommunications and retail, is also facing 
unfriendly tax proposals that could hit its 
businesses. Shares of the company have slid 
almost 8% since reaching a record high in 
mid-December. 

A spokesman for RIL declined to comment. 
Here are four challenges the company is 
facing: Aramco deal delay: Mukesh Ambani 
told shareholders in August that RIL would 
sell 20% of its oil and petrochemicals unit 
to Aramco in a deal valuing the business 
at $75 billion. The sale is crucial to reduce 
the group’s net debt, which was about $22 
billion at the end of March 2019. But in 
December, the government requested a court 
to stop the proposed sale to help ensure the 

Mumbai-based company has enough assets 
to pay claims in an arbitration case related to 
09,!"*($%19"#=(1#'(9,51+*5(015<&#*$(:&*)&&#(
Reliance Industries and its partners. RIL says 
the government’s plea isn’t tenable legally 
and should be dismissed. RIL expected to 
complete the Aramco transaction by March 
2020 subject to due diligence and regulatory 
approvals, but said in January that although 
the talks with Aramco were making “good 

09,=9&$$6?(1('&!"#"*"@&(012*("$($*"++(
a few months away. The talks have 
gathered pace in recent weeks, 
according to people familiar with 
the matter. 

Income tax (I-T) investigation: 
The tax department has widened 
1( 09,:&( *,( !"#'( )%&*%&9( $,<&(
Ambani family members have 
evaded tax, according to people 
familiar with the matter. The 
conglomerate has denied 
that they have dodged taxes. 
The investigation is based on 
information the government 
received from French authorities 
in 2011 about 700 Indians 
who had accounts at HSBC 

Holdings Plc’s Swiss branches, the people 
said, asking not to be named citing rules. 
While tax probes are common in India 
and are, in many cases, driven by politics, 
the country’s richest family becoming the 
subject of an investigation is unprecedented 
and has surprised many. Ambani is Asia’s 
richest person, with a net worth of about 
$58 billion, according to the Bloomberg 
Billionaires Index. A spokesperson for 

the tax department didn’t respond to an 
email seeking comment. Protective tariff 
scrapped: Reliance Industries, the country’s 
largest producer of a chemical used to make 
polyester yarn, will face more competition in 
the segment after a proposed cut in import 
'7*"&$( ;,9( 079"!"&'( *&9&0%*%1+"2( 12"'A( B#( %&9(
C&:97195(D(:7'=&*($0&&2%6( !"#1#2&(<"#"$*&9(
Nirmala Sitharaman said the government 
is getting rid of the duty to help ensure 
the easy availability of the commodity at 
competitive prices. Tax on investment trusts: 
The government has also proposed a change 
to dividend distribution tax, a step that could 
slow efforts of companies, including Reliance 
Industries, to raise funds through selling 
units in investment trusts. The conglomerate 
has been trying to raise funds and pare 
debt by selling a stake in trusts that hold its 
*&+&2,<(*,)&9$(1#'(,0*"21+E!":&9(#&*),93A

The change in rules will curtail returns 
for investors in the trusts by forcing them 
to add dividends to their total income 
and paying tax. The impact of higher tax 
for unit holders may make equity raising 
challenging, according to Shubham Jain, a 
senior vice president at ICRA Ltd, the local 
unit of Moody’s Investors Service.

!"#$%"&&'()#%*+#,-#.'/01&$#%*1%#/+2'+/#%*+#-3,45-3,6#.+7%/"8(
New Delhi, Agency. 

F)&+@&($*,23$(*%1*('&!"&'(*%&($%190(0+7#=&("#(
midcap stocks all through 2018 and 2019 are 
off to a solid start in 2020 as well, suggesting 
immense investor faith on these counters. 
These stocks climbed 20-90 per cent in the 
previous two years a feat, as two of every 
three BSE Midcap index stocks delivered 
negative returns during the period and are up 
another 45 per cent in 2020 so far. Institutional 
investors be it foreign portfolio investors, 
mutual funds and insurance companies have 
strong holdings in most of these stocks. Among 
them is AU Small Finance Bank, whose stock 
has rallied 45 per cent so far this year after 
delivering 22 per cent return between January 
1, 2018 and December 31, 2018. 

Institutional investors hold 42.3 per cent 
in this company, which quotes at a price-to-
book value (PBV) of 10.2 against an industry 
average of 3.1, data available at AceEquity 
suggests. Benchmark BSE Midcap index, which 
hit a record high of 20,183 in January 2018, 
has declined 16 per cent in last two years, 
but is up 4.85 per cent so far this calendar. 
Divi’s Labs is up 18 per cent so far this year 
after rallying 68 per cent in last two years. 
Institutional investors hold 35.1 per cent in 
this pharma stock, which trades at 45.3 times 
its trailing 12-month PE compared with an 
industry average of 27.9. Adani Enterprises 

%1$(G7<0&'(HI(0&9(2&#*("#(*%&(!"9$*(*),(<,#*%$(
of 2020 after climbing by a similar percentage 
in last two years. FIIs and DIIs hold 22 per 
2&#*( "#( *%"$( !"9<6( )%,$&( 2799&#*( J/( 1*( HKAL(
times is in line with industry average. Shares 
of Honeywell Automation India have climbed 
27 per cent this year after rising 42 per cent 
in last two year. This stock trades at a PE 
multiple of 66.6 against an industry average 
of 61.5. Institutional investors, mainly mutual 
;7#'$6( %,+'( DIAL( 0&9( 2&#*( $*13&( "#( *%&( !"9<6(
where promoters hold 75 per cent. Torrent 

Pharmaceuticals, Muthoot Finance and Aditya 
Birla Fashion and Retail have gained 17-21 per 
cent this calendar after rising 30-70 per cent 
in past two years. Glaxosmithkline Consumer 
Healthcare, L&T Infotech, Godrej Properties, 
Info Edge (India) and Berger Paints India are 
some of the other stocks that have delivered 
double-digit returns this calendar after 
rallying up to 91 per cent in last two years. 
Data showed 65 of 101 BSE Midcap index 
stocks have slipped in last two years. Analysts 
are still bullish on some of these stocks. AU 

Small Finance Bank is one of Motilal Oswal 
Securities’ top stock ideas for 2020, as it feels 
1( $79=&( "#( 09,!"*1:"+"*5( )"++( &#$79&( *%1*( 9"2%(
valuations for the stock stay. Divi’s Labs, which 
derives nearly half of its revenues from the API 
$&=<&#*6( "$( $&&#( 1$( 1( 3&5( :&#&!"2"195( ,;( *%&(
disruption due to the China virus outbreak. 
“Companies globally are evaluating alternate 
sources for procurement and this is likely to be 
a key positive for Divi’s. 
F%&( 2,<01#5(<15( :&#&!"*( ;9,<( :123)19'(

integration, an aggressive capex plan 
implemented in the past and outsourcing 
opportunities. Also, the company does not 
have pending regulatory hurdles, which is a 
key positive and offers visibility for growth,” 
Sharekhan said. Anand Rathi Financial Services 
likes Honeywell, as the company has a robust 
balance sheet with zero debt, a healthy RoE of 
22-23 per cent and strong parental support, 
the brokerage said. Karvy Stock Broking says 
Torrent Pharma’s woes in various markets 
appear to be receding and the company is 
all set to show doubledigit topline growth in 
key markets, which will give the impetus to 
margins. Quantum Securities said post Muthoot 
Finance’s Q3 results, where the company 
0,$*&'(MM(0&9(2&#*(9"$&("#(09,!"*6("*(%1$(9&@"$&'(
$%190+5("*$(09,!"*(&$*"<1*&$(:5(DL(0&9(2&#*(;,9(
FY20E and 15 per cent FY21E. The brokerage 
has an ‘accumulate’ rating on the stock.

Mumbai, Agency.  

Reliance Industries chairman Mukesh Ambani on Monday said India is at the 
cusp of becoming a “premier digital society”, and will be among the top three 
economies of the world. In conversation Microsoft chief executive Satya Nadella 
at the Future Decoded CEO Summit in 
Mumbai, he said the big change driving 
this transformation is the deepening of 
mobile networks which are working at 
a much faster pace than before.

“It all kickstarted in 2014 when PM 
gave us the vision of Digital India ... 380 
million people have migrated to Jio’s 4g 
technology,” he said. Pre-Jio, the data 
speed was 256 kbps; and post-Jio, it 
is 21 mbps, he pointed out. Referring 
to US President Donald Trump’s visit 
to the country, Ambani said India is 
much different than what it was during 
the visits of his predecessors Jimmy 
Carter, Bill Clinton or Barack Obama, and pointed out that mobile connectivity was 
a key change. “I have no doubt in my mind that we will be among the top three 
economies in the world,” Ambani said, adding that the only debate which can exist 
"$()%&*%&9("*(%100&#$("#(!"@&(,9("#(*&#(5&19$A(N&("#(B#'"1(%1@&(*%&(,00,9*7#"*5(*,(
become the premier digital society, he stated. “The next generation will see a very 
different India than what you (Nadella) and I have grown up in,” he said.

Mumbai, Agency. 

The US Food and Drug Administration has 
done the unusual. Three days after issuing 
a voluntary-action-indicated status for 
Aurobindo Pharma’s Unit IV, the regulator on 
Friday told the company that the inspection 
of the unit remains open and is being 
reviewed. The stock, which had zoomed 
nearly 20% following the US FDA’s voluntary-
action-initiated status, tumbled about 15% 
on Monday. 

The BSE Healthcare Index was down 1.5%. 
The status implied that changes to Unit IV, as 
suggested by the US FDA, would need to be 
2199"&'(,7*(:5(*%&(!"9<(1#'(),7+'(#,*("<0&'&(
its export and growth potential. In fact, the 
Unit IV manufacturing facility, which is now at 
the centre of this problem, accounts for about 
10% of the company’s sales. This unit also has 
the largest number of new drug applications 
pending approval at about 47 compared with 
the company’s total pending applications 
at about 150. So, if these observations 

&$21+1*&( *,( 1( )19#"#=( +&**&9( ,9( 1#( ,;!"2"1+(
action indicated, it could put the spanner in 
Aurobindo’s growth. “The rescinding of the 
VAI status for Unit-IV now places our US$280 
mn and US$343 mn revenue forecasts for the 
sterile business in FY2021/22 at risk, with 
potential for a 20% haircut on injectable 

revenues in FY2021/22 (10% 
of FY2021/22E EPS) should 
*%&( "$$7&( &$21+1*&( *,( 1#( O;!"2"1+(
Action Indicated or Warning 
Letter,” said analysts at Kotak 
Institutional Equities in a note 
to clients. With the attendant 
scrutiny and increasing pressure, 
Aurobindo Pharma may also 
incur higher costs to comply 
with US FDA regulations. It will 
see an increase in the time taken 
to comply with the regulations, 
which means that new drug 
launches could get delayed. 
Hence, the company could lose 
some sales to the competition. 

Analysts have already begun to downgrade 
the stock. For now, all eyes will be on how 
soon the company integrates its Sandoz 
acquisition, and possibly gains synergies. But 
that will be little consolation till the US FDA 
overhang clears again.

>23//,$=#$=(5<,&(3=3#$(;"9(?09"4#$-"(
Pharma as US FDA reverses its verdict

8$-#3(3%(.0&!(";(4,."<#$=(!9,<#,9(
-#=#%3/(&".#,%+(6(@0A,&2(?<43$#

New Delhi, Agency.  

US President Donald Trump on Monday 
called Prime Minister “a tough negotiator” 
and mentioned that the two nations “will go 
for fantastic trade deal”. The United States 
has surpassed China to become India’s top 
trading partner, showing greater economic 
ties between the two countries. According 
to the data of the commerce ministry, in 
2018-19, the bilateral trade between the 
US and India stood at $87.95 billion. 

Trump stated that the US has now 
the greatest economy in its history by 
knocking out barriers. The US President, 
who is on a two-day visit to India, 
arrived in Ahmedabad and addressed 
the ‘Namaste Trump’ event. We look 
forward to providing the “best and most 
feared military equipment” to India, said Trump, while 
addressing a crowd of more than 1,00,000 people at a 
stadium in Gujarat, shortly after arriving on his maiden 
visit to the country. Trump said he looked forward to 
expanding space cooperation between the two nations, 
and said both sides were at the early stages of reaching 
an “incredible” trade agreement. Trump thanked PM 
P,'"(;,9(*%&()19<(9&2&0*",#(="@&#(*,(*%&(Q.(!"9$*(2,70+&A(

He said,” We will always remember this remarkable 
hospitality. We will always remember.” The US President 
said, “America loves India, America respects India and 
America will always be a faithful and loyal friend to the 
Trump ended his speech by saying, “God bless India, God 
bless the United States of America, we love you.” After 
his speech, PM Modi took the stage again and recalled 
what the US President had said. “India has true friend in 
the White House,” Trump had said earlier.

Donald Trump calls PM 
@"-#(B3(%"0=2($,="53%"9CNew Delhi, Agency.  

Bharti Infratel on Monday extended the deadline for its 
merger with Indus Towers by two more months to April 
HI6( :7*( 217*",#&'( *%1*( !"#1+( 21++( ,#( $2%&<&( "<0+&<&#*1*",#(
will be taken by the board based on assessment of telecom 
crisis and its impact. 
RF%&( !"#1+( '&2"$",#( *,(
implement the scheme 
will be taken by the 
board keeping in mind 
the best interest of 
the company and its 
stakeholders including 
the assessment of the 
current crisis facing the 
telecom industry and 
the extent of its impact 
on the company’s 
<1G,9( 27$*,<&9$6?( -%19*"( B#;91*&+( $1"'( "#( 1( 9&=7+1*,95( !"+"#=A(
It said that although the foreign direct investment (FDI) 
approval for the merger with Indus Towers had been received, 
the long stop date (deadline) has been extended as other 
12*",#$(1#'(2,#'"*",#$(09&2&'&#*(*,(:&(;7+!"++&'(;,9(*%&($2%&<&(
to become effective cannot be completed by the previously 
stated deadline of February 24. “ ... The board of directors has 
further extended long stop date till April 24, 2020, subject 
to agreement on closing adjustment and other conditions 
precedent for closing, with each party retaining the right to 
terminate and withdraw the scheme,” it said.

D2395(8$;93%,/(,E%,$-&(-,3-/#$,(
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News in Breif

New Delhi, Agency. The successful sequel 
to the blockbuster Wonder Woman, 
Wonder Woman 1984, is coming to 
Amazon Prime Video. The movie will start 
streaming on the OTT platform from May 
15. Wonder Woman 1984 sees Gal Gadot’s 
Wonder Woman and Chris Pine’s Steve 
Trevor face-off against the dangerous 
duo of Max Lord and the Cheetah (Pedro 
Pascal and Kristen Wiig, respectively). 
!"#$%&$#'"$()*+$,-.$".-/$#'"$0%*1$'-2$3""&$
helmed by Patty Jenkins, who directed the 
0%.2#$4-.#$)5$#'"$5.-&6'%2"7,)&+".$,)1-&$
1984 received a mixed response upon its 
release last year, with Rotten Tomatoes 
giving it a 59 per cent score. The critical 
consensus on the site read, “Wonder 
Woman 1984 struggles with sequel 
overload, but still offers enough vibrant 
escapism to satisfy fans of the franchise 
and its classic central character.” 
Our own review of Wonder Woman 1984 
was not very positive. The Indian Express 
0%*1$6.%#%6$!'-*%&%$8-&9".$9-:"$%#$#;)$
stars and wrote in her review, “It’s hard 
to believe it’s the same director at the 
helm as WW84 stumbles through a long 
opening sequence of Diana as a young girl 
back among the Amazonians (again, for 
no valid reason), and then some run-of-
the-mill rescues made by her as Wonder 
Woman in the ’80s. When Gadot swings, 
2;%2'"2/$2*%+"2$-&+$2-2'-<2$%&#)$-$0%9'#/$
and slings the bad guys with her lasso, 
she remains a delight to watch. However, 
the story takes too long to get around to 
0%9'#2$;).#'$0%9'#%&9$5)./$;-2#%&9$%#2$0%.2#$
punches and precious screen time on two-
penny, amateur robbers.”

Wonder Woman 1984 will 
start streaming on Amazon 
Prime Video from May 15

Mumbai. Shehnaaz Gill’s brother Shehbaz 
recently made his debut in a music video 
“Little Star” opposite Giorgia Andriani. 
Not many however know that the video 
has produced by Shehnaaz herself. Good 
friend Sidharth Shukla in a tweet lauded 
her efforts and cheekily asked work from 
the new producer. Congratulating Shehbaz 
on his work, Sidharth mentioned that he 
didn’t know he was so talented. “Hey @
ShehbazBadesha my boy good job with the 
video loved the song and you … didn’t know 
you were so talented..keep doing better,” 
he tweeted. He then went on to praise 
Shehnaaz on turning producer and asked 
her to remember him if there’s any work 
for him. “@ishehnaaz_gill you’ve become 
a producer now … kya baat hai boss you 
killing it ! … apne ko bhi kisi kaam ke liye 
yaad karna .. proud of you,” wrote Sidharth 
Shukla. While Shehbaz wrote, “Hahahahah 
love u bai,” Shehnaaz is yet to reply. Fans, on 
the other hand, praised Sidharth’s wit and 
even their close bond. While one follower 
replied, ” Omg how beautiful tweet,” another 
shared a GIF of Jerry crying, and wrote, 
“Hum achanak se amir kyu bnte jaa rhe hai. 
Yeh khushi K aansu rukne ka naam hi Nhi 
lete. #SidNaaz..” The actors who met during 
Bigg Boss 13 are loved by fans, and they 
have even nicknamed them Sidnaaz. On 
Monday, fans were also in for a treat when 
‘SidNaazOnLOL’ was trending on social 
media after Gaurav Gera and Sunil Grover 
challenged Sidharth and Shehnaaz.. On work 
front, post their Bigg Boss stint, the duo has 
featured together in music video “Bhula 
Dena” and “Shona Shona”. They have also 
shot another single with Shreya Ghoshal, 
whose release is awaited.

Sidharth Shukla asks Shehnaaz Gill 
for work as she turns producer: ‘Apne 
ko bhi kisi kaam ke liye yaad karna’

!"#$%&"'()*"%+,"-.)%/")*%,0%

Rian Johnson’s Knives Out 2
Los Angeles, Agency. 

WWE wrestler-turned-actor Dave Bautista 
'-2$ =)%&"+$ #'"$ 6-2#$ )5$ 0%*11->".$ ?%-&$
Johnson’s upcoming sequel to Knives Out. 
@'"$&";2$6)1"2$):".$-$1)&#'$-5#".$A"#0*%B$
bought the rights to the sequels of Knives 
Out for a whopping USD 450 million, with 
British star Daniel Craig set to return in 
the two follow-ups of the murder mystery 
franchise. According to Deadline, plot 
details for the second movie have been 
kept under wraps, though it is expected 
to feature another A-list actor. Knives Out 
follows a family gathering gone horribly 
awry, after the family patriarch’s death 
leads master detective Benoit Blanc (Craig) 
to investigate. The 2019 whodunnit also 
features Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Jamie 
Lee Curtis, Michael Shannon, Don Johnson, 
@)&%$ ()**"##"/$ 8->"%#'$ !#-&0%"*+/$ C-#'".%&"$
Langford, Jaeden Martell, and Christopher 
D*E11".7$@'"$0%*1$;-2$4.)+E6"+$3<$F"+%-$
Rights Capital (MRC) and was distributed 
by Lionsgate. It earned USD 311.4 million 

on a USD 40 million budget, with Johnson 
garnering a nomination for an Oscar for 

best original screenplay. It’s unclear if any 
other stars from original ensemble will 

be returning for the upcoming follow-up. 
Production on the new movie is set to 
begin this year in Greece.

Asha Negi asks celebs uploading 
vaccination videos : ‘Are you taking a 
videographer or hospitals are providing?’

New Delhi, Agency. 

Actor Asha Negi’s latest post is 
relatable for many of her fans as 
well as her friends from the industry. 
The actor on Tuesday dropped 
an Instagram post, appreciating 
celebrities for spreading awareness 
on Covid-19 vaccines with their 
videos. However, she requested 
celebrities to not do overacting in 
these videos that shows them getting 
vaccinated against the coronavirus. 
“To all the actors who are uploading 
their vaccination videos, yaar 
awareness ke liye thik hai but please 
itni overacting mat kiya karo, bohot 
annoying ho jaata hai! (Spreading 
-;-."&"22$%2$0%&"$3E#$4*"-2"$+)&G#$+)$
overacting. 

It is very annoying),” wrote Asha 
Negi in a post. She also posed a 
question to the celebs — if they 
are taking videographers or the 
hospitals are providing one. Asha’s 
post received many reactions from 
her friends in the industry. Nia 
Sharma wrote, “Abhi to pata ni kya 
kya dekhna padega aur kis kis ko 
(Not sure what we will witness 
next).” Meiyang Chang wrote, “You 
always say the truth.” While Anita 
Hassanandani, Rahul Sharma, Rohan 
Shah, Rizwan Bachav, Ravi Dubey 
and Bhawna Khanduja seemed to 
agree with Asha’s sentiments as they 
posted laughing-out-loud emojis in 
the comment section. So far, many 
6"*"3.%#%"2$ '-:"$ ."6"%:"+$ #'"%.$ 0%.2#$
dose against Covid-19. Some of 
the celebrities have taken second 
dose as well. Arbaaz Khan, Rakeysh 
Omprakash Mehra, Ankita Lokhande, 

Farhan Akhtar, Preity Zinta and 
Anupam Kher are among the few 
celebrities who have got themselves 
vaccinated and urged fans to get 
vaccinated soon. The countrywide 
vaccination drive was rolled out 
on January 16 with healthcare 

;).>".2$9"##%&9$:-66%&-#"+$ 0%.2#$-&+$
immunisation of frontline workers, 
followed by the next phase meant for 
over 60 years of age and for people 
-9"+$ HI$ -&+$ -3):"$ ;%#'$ 24"6%0%"+$
co-morbid conditions, which started 
from March 1.

Salman Khan: Career or relationships, I follow my instincts and they have always landed me in trouble

New Delhi, Agency. 

Twinkle Khanna took to Instagram and remarked that kids 
have become “masked superheroes.” She also shared a 
photo of her daughter Nitara as she posed in their balcony 
with a mask. Actor-writer Twinkle Khanna recently took to 
Instagram to share how her kids have been coping with the 
pandemic. She shared that her kids have adopted the culture 
of wearing a mask and how they don’t fuss over the need to 
isolate. Twinkle shared a photo of her daughter Nitara and 
wrote, “The new normal: The balcony is becoming a forest and 
all our kids are turning into masked Superheroes! I marvel 

at how they have adapted to just slipping on a mask as they 
leave the door, the lack of fuss over their isolation. They give 
us hope and joy and help us through our toughest times. And 
also behave like crackpots to make us laugh, like this little 
one right here. #littleheroes.” Twinkle Khanna and husband 
Akshay Kumar have been raising funds for Covid-19 relief. 
She had earlier shared on Twitter, “What I am seeing on our 
donation page is surprising-single donors-encouraged by 
our personal donations-giving 5,10,20 lakhs at a time. If our 
platforms inspire folks who can spare large sums and it goes 
to those in need it-isn’t that what matters? #KeepAtIt.” After 
she was criticised by some people on Twitter regarding her 
contribution, she tweeted, “Have donated 100 concentrators 
toward this cause&in multiple other ways. As I’ve said before, 
it’s not about me or you but what we can do collectively for 
those in need. Sad that at this point, instead of pitching in, we 
expend energy in pulling people down. Stay safe.”

New Delhi, Agency. 

Birbaha Hansda grabbed eyeballs in the recently concluded 
West Bengal elections. The actor, who became the face of 
Trinamool Congress (TMC), contested from Jhargram district.  
But who is Birbaha Hansda? Here’s everything to know about 
the actor.Birbaha Hansda is a popular actor in West Bengal. 
Besides her work in Bengali and Hindi movies, she acts in 
!-&#-*%$0%*12$#))7$J).&$%&$#'"$:%**-9"$)5$K-&>.)$%&$,"2#$J"&9-*/$
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Ena Amre, Tode Sutam, Jupur Juli, Amge Sari Dulariya, Malang, Aalom 
Rejinya Sakom Sindoor, Jawai Orah Bongay Chapal Kiding and Fulmoni. 
Birbaha Hansda also appeared in several music videos including “A Na 
Mosla Baha”, “Chag Cho Chando”, “A Dogor Na” and “Gorom Sari Sari”. 
Birbaha Hansda’s late father Naren Hansda founded the Jharkhand 
Party (Naren). Naren Hansda and his wife Chunibala Hansda were 
members of the West Bengal Legislative Assembly. Birbaha became 
a key player for TMC as party chief Mamata Banerjee relied heavily 
on her to win the Jhargram seat, considering her popularity in the 

."9%)&$-&+$-$2E66"225E*$0%*1$6-."".7$J%.3-'-$Q-&2+-$;)&$#'"$"*"6#%)&$5.)1$S'-.9.-17$J%.3-'-$
will assist appointed Minister of Forest Jyotipriyo Mallick.

Twinkle Khanna praises her kids as 
they adapt to Covid-19 norms: ‘They 

give us hope and joy’
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New Delhi, Agency. 

“Ek baar jo maine commitment kar di toh 
mai apne aap ki bhi nhi sunta,” Salman Khan 
said memorably as Radhe in Wanted, back in 
2009. Like dialogues can at times, this one 
stuck. It became the actor’s go-to line and his 
calling card, so much so that it entered our 
everyday lexicon and became synonymous 
with Bhai, as Salman is fondly called by 
his fans. There was something poetic here 
too because just like his Robinhood-esque 
character, he is a man who follows his 
instincts — in reel life and real. Unlike his 
characters, however, it often lands him in 
trouble, by his own admission. As Salman 
sat down for a virtual interaction with 
media in these pandemic times to discuss his 
E46)1%&9$0%*1/$?-+'"$T)E.$F)2#$,-&#"+$J'-%$
and more, we asked him how well have his 
instincts served him. “I have always followed 
my instincts and they have always got me in 
trouble,” the actor said, adding that people 
often try to take advantage of it and try to 

turn it into something else. But later, they 
give up because they realise the actor was 
right all along. “I have always got out of the 
trouble because my instincts were correct. 
Career wise, real life, personal relationships 
are always instincts. Now, you can go right 
with that or you can go wrong with that,” 

said the actor. On 
the work front, 
Salman has Radhe 
Your Most Wanted 
Bhai up for release. 
@'"$ 0%*1/$ ;'%6'$ ;-2$
earlier scheduled for 
a theatrical release, 
is now heading to 
a hybrid release 
because of the surge 
in Covid-19 cases in 
India. While Salman 
is the hero of the 
0%*1/$ ?-+'"$ ;%**$ 2""$
Randeep Hooda and 

Bigg Boss fame Gautam Gulati playing the 
antagonist. Salman was all praise for their 
performance. “We have three villains Sang 
Hae from Bhutan, Gautam Gulati who was in 
Bigg Boss and then there is Randeep Hooda. 
@'"<$-."$ 5-&#-2#%6$ %&$ #'"$ 0%*1$-&+$ #'"<$ *))>$
something else only. They have actually 
made Radhe look much stronger and bigger. 

The opposition, they were so lethal and they 
are actually dangerous and you can tell how 
hard these guys have worked,” the actor said. 
Salman also spoke about the time when he 
was a fan, and wanted to emulate the hero 
the moment he walked out of a theatre, which 
makes him similar to every other person 
in the audience. However, he accepts his 
characters are not cut out to be a role models. 
“Dabangg (Chulbul Pandey) is a character, I 
can’t take that character back home. Radhe 
is a character, I can’t take back that character. 
I can’t walk around in front of my parents as 
Chulbul Pandey. My dad would hit me, my 
mom would slap me and my brothers and 
sisters would be embarrassed of me. So, I am 
at home as a son and as a brother. I would 
rather be somebody like Bajrangi Bhaijaan.” 
The 2015 Kabir Khan directorial where 
Salman played a do-gooder, who goes beyond 
his ken to bring a lost Pakistani girl home, is 
1)."$#'-&$=E2#$-$ 0%*1/$1-&<$;)E*+$6-**$ %#$-&$
image makeover for the actor. Following his 
chain of thoughts, he said he “doesn’t take the 

0*%.#%&9$-&+$#'"$*):"$2#).<$3-6>$')1"$;%#'$#'"$
heroines, nor do I take all the action, beating 
up 50-60 people, chopper sequences. I don’t 
have that in me. That’s a self obsessed or 
egoistic person. I know what my capacity is, 
I know how much I can do and I know how 
much the stunt double can do. I don’t take 
that back home but I take a bit of the goodness 
back.” The voices claiming that he is repeating 
himself have been shrill this time, with many 
saying Radhe is an extension of Wanted. 
!-*1-&$%2$'-:%&9$&)&"$)5$%#$'"$2-<2$'%2$0%*1$%2$
brand new but he is the same Salman Khan. 
U?-+'"$ %2$ -$ &";$ 0%*1$ 2)$;"$;%**$ &)#$ ."4"-#$
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Otherwise, it will be that you have repeated 
yourself again. So, it is new and I need you to 
2""$#'"$0%*1$-&+$#'"&$<)E$#"**$1"$;'-#$%2$&";$
apart from me. I am the same old Salman- 
that you have been seeing since Maine Pyaar 
Kiya.” Radhe Your Most Wanted Bhai, which 
marks Salman’s third collaboration with 
Prabhudeva after Wanted and Dabangg 3, will 
release on May 13.

!  The plot details for the Knives Out 
2 movie have been kept under 
wraps, though it is expected to 
feature another A-list actor.

!  The news comes over a month 
!"#$%&'$#()*+&,-./0#&#0$&%*/0#1&#-&
the sequels of Knives Out for a 
whopping USD 450 million, with 
British star Daniel Craig set to 
return in the two follow-ups of 
the murder mystery franchise. 
According to Deadline, plot 
details for the second movie have 
been kept under wraps, though 
it is expected to feature another 
A-list actor.

!   Actor Asha Negi’s latest post is for celebrities who have been posting 

videos of getting themselves vaccinated. Anita Hassanandani, Nia 

Sharma, Rohan Shah and others seem to agree with her.

!   It is very annoying),” wrote Asha Negi in a post. She also posed a 

question to the celebs if they are taking videographers or the hospitals 

are providing one. Asha’s post received many reactions from her 

friends in the industry. 
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